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I. INTRODUCTION

The ETC New Technologies Group is charged with examining the

educational implications of emerging technologies. These

technologies are not yet widely used in the nation's schools but

show considerable future promise Prominent among these new

technologies is the interactive videodisc. The Videodisc Research

Group, a subsection of the New Technologies Group, was formed to

conduct research on questions related to the design, application,

and evaluation of videodisc technology.

The group designed and produced a research videodisc, SEEING

THE UNSEEN, to study the application of interactive videodisc

technology to science education in middle schools. The videodisc

was created using existing video segments from NOVA and 3-2-1

CONTACT and an authoring system, Authority (TM), uevelcped by

Interactive Training Systems, Inc.

Through the design of the research videodisc the group

investigated the potentials and constraints of videodisc creation

through retrofitting. Our conclusions regarding this process are

described in our technical report, The ETC Science Videodisc

Pro3ect: A Report of Research in Progress (Educational Technology

Center, July 1985). In the present report we describe our research

on the use of the prototype videodisc in middle school science

classrooms. Our research explored the validity of a variety of

assertions commonly made regarding videodisc use in schools
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ABS TRACT

This study investigated the use in middle schools of a
prototype interactive videodisc, SEEING THE UNSEEN Designed and

produced by ETC researchers, the experimental disc was used to
explore five aspects of videodisc technology. 1) the importance of

user control and interactivity; 2) the Importance of high quality

visuals; 3) the potential of videodisc for promoting inquiry
learning; 4) the effectiveness of individual, pair, and whole-class
instruction; and 5) the teacher's role in using videodisc

technology. Of 116 middle school students, 86 participated in
whole-class sessions, 12 used the disc individually, and 18 used it

in pairs. Researchers observed students as they proceeded through
the lessons, noting their strategies and their difficulties, as

well as their interactions with each other and with their teacher

Interviews and questionnaires elicited student reactions to the

technology and informally assessed their grasp of the concepts and

skills presented. Teacher interviews probed the teachers'
perceptions of the lessons and of the classroom implications of the

technology.
Students found it easy to use the disc, and they appreciated

the high level of participation and control that it offered them

They felt that it combined the dramatic qualities of television

with the self-pacing available through books and educational

software, and they credited high quality visuals with contributing

to the technology's appeal. Students in all use modes enjoyed the

disc and understood many of the concepts and skills presented
Most said they would prefer using the disc in pairs, a use mode

which off.ers a high degree of user control as well as ample

opportunities for social interaction and support. Teachers used

the technology in a variety of ways: some let the videodisc

lessons stand alone, some provided supplementary material, and some

used the disc as a tool in their own lessons. Most felt that the

technology encouraged teachers to act as a guide or facilitator,

although many had difficulty actually assuming that role.

These results support the potential of videodisc as a medium

for science education. The technology permits students to control
the pace and path of their learning, and it allows a combination of

moving color images, music, voice-over explanations and

instructions, and screen display of text and graphic information

Videodisc may hold particular promise for teaching
hard-to-visualize concepts, providing access to phenomena that

occur only in remote locations or cannot be observed with the

unaided eye, or simulating experiments that require complex and

expensive laboratory equipment.
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II. RAT I ONALE

Reviewing videodiscs currently in use and the related

research, we identified a variety of assertions about both the

nature of the videodisc medium and the type of learning experience

that it affords. These assertions are sometimes supported by

research findings, but are often based on opinions regarding the

promise of the technology They range from the almost universally

held opinion regarding the importance of highly produced visual

images to more divergent views on effective modes of utilization

Using SEEING THE UNSEEN as an example of videodisc

technology, we set out to examine the validity of these assertions

as they applied to the use of a videodisc in middle schools. SEEING

THE UNSEEN was designed to be especially appropriate for use with

middle school science students. Attention was given tc developing

a disc that was consistent with the curricula and teaching styles

found at this grade level. In addition, the disc was developed as

a design sampler, with four lessons that illustrate a variety of

videodisc presentations and interactions. This design allowed us to

explore the areas most likely to bellefit future development of

educational videodisc:

The importance of interactivity and user control

Much has been written about the interactive potential of

videodisc technology. Interactive videodisc systems can afford

users a sense of control and independence in learning. In

describing this type of active, self-paced learning environment,

Gibbon (1983) assts that, "If the user does have control of the

environment, there is an exhilarating sense of power that accrues

to the experience Learner control -Df the learning environment

seems most important, perhaps instrumental, in improving the

quality and the quantity of the learning that take.; place there-
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(p.5) Such control is thought to enhance learning by imparting a

sense of power and freedom to the user Kearsley and Frost (1985)

suggest that "the more control students feel they have, the more

involved they will be in the instruction" (p.11'. Others have added

that active involvement increases learning (Cohen, 1984)

Some authors argue that user control helps students take

responsibility for their own learning by allowing them to pursue

their own most effective learning strategies, reviewing difficult

concepts and skipping those with which they are familiar (Cohen,

1984; Gibbon, 1983; Nugent & Stone, 1980). Others have cautioned,

however, that too much control might actually interfere with a

student's learning progress. Cohen (1984) has suggested that

extensive user control, especially in the hand; of less competent

and confident students, might be misused, resulting in

inappropriate or ineffective decisions regarding their own learning

process In addition, Karwin, Landesman and Henderson (1985) have

noted that the sheer variety of videodisc options could reduce "a

carefully-designed lesson to a confusing and ultimately ineffective

experience for the learner" (p.60)

Given these two arguments, the videodisc group explored the

impact and significance of control and interactivity to users of

the SEEING THE UNSEEN videodisc.

The 2.mportance Jiigh quality visuals

In their article, "Design Factors for Successful

Videodisc-Based Instruction," Kearsley and Frost (1985) argue that

"Videodisc is an inherently visual medium. The impact and

effectiveness of a videodisc will depend heavily on the quality of

the visual design" (p.10). Much of the literature describing

videodisc teemology highlights the visual aspect as an important

advantage over more traditional instructional methods The

capacity to present provocative, realistic, and high quality images

is often cited as a unique instructional quality, contributing to

4



user interest and motivation (Bunderson, Baillo & Olsen, 1984,

Kearsley & Frost, 1985, Levin, 1985) In addition, some researchers

have arguec that intriguing, high quality visuals are critical

contributors to active learning with videodiscs (Bunderson, Olson &

Baillo, 1981; Davis, 1984; Glenn & Kehrberg, 1985; Tobin, 1984)

The quantity of visual images made available through the

technology is also considered important (Char and Talley, 1986)

As Levin points out, the images provided by the motion picture

camera can "bring the 'real world' directly to the learner and

portray much of the color, excitement and immediacy that actual

'hands-on' experience in the natural environment can provide"

(Levin, 1985, p.1).

Some have noted that visual presentations are curiously absent

from today's classrooms: "our classrooms have become barren,

left-brain deserts, filled with words and symbols that are divorced

from the images and events they represent. This has happened even

though people seem r' crave and respond strongly to visual images

Students in our pr.ject seemed hungry for the videodisc to balance

the skewed verbal diet of academia with a rich supply of visual

images" (Bunderson et al., 1984, p.178).

In light of these assertions, we explored the importance of

the visual presentations to users of SEEING THE UNSEEN

o The Dotental of_dnteractive videodisc as a teaching tool

IS2rjaZUZZI12AZILLZL
It is asserted that the kind of learning that takes place

while using interactive vAeodisc should be different from that

fostered by other educational media or which takes place in a

traditional classroom. Given the more participatory and self-paced

learning experience offered by the technology, Bunderson et al.

(1984) believe a qualitatively different kind of learning would be

made possible. Indeed, it would seem that the uniquely interactive

nature of the technology could serve to encourage a more active.

5
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inquiry-oriented type of learning process. This type of learning

experience has become increasingly vital as we move away from the

notion that educated people are sorters of facts, replacing it with

the assumption that, "educated people are really problem solvers

and decision makers, capable of handling what-if assumptions,

complex models and variable outcomes" (Emmett, 1984, p.62)

The discipline of science seems particularly appropriate for

utilizin^ the videodisc as a tool in encouraging skill building and

practice. As we observed in our technical report, The ETC Science

Videodisc Project. A Plport of Research in Progress, "Science

education introduces new ideas, providcs a paradigm for thinking

and analyzing problems, and nurtures curiosity about the natural

world. The videodisc medium's unique strengths-- interaction with

and management of audio, visual, and textual information- -and

unique applications of instructional strategies, indicate that it

may be ideally suited to the task of science education"

(Educational Technology Center, July 1985 [a], p.9,.

Through its ability to present a wide range of "real world"

models and experimental simulations, videodisc can promote active

involvement in a variety of scientific explorations. Thus, students

are encouraged to hone the various skills associated with such

explorations. These skills include: decision making; problem

solving; creating; observing; and evaluating. SEEING ;.'HE UNSEEN

was designed to employ such an inquiry approach to science

education.

In our current research, we explored students' ability to

understand and engage in this approach and the inquiry processes

involved and further, whether they could apply such sciqntific

exploration techniques as a result of their interactions with the

disc.
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s Ihe_potent different r s modes

Much of what has been written about videodisc technology

categorizes it as a successful end long overdue tool for

individualized instruction (Buterbaugh, 1980; Hunka, 1982; Nugent &

Stone, 1980). Such instruction has been defined as "a one-on-one

form of instruction that considers the learner's background,

interests, aptitudes, abilities, and needs to impart defined

knowledge, skills, and attitudes in the most efficient and

effective manner possible" (Oliver, 1985, p.3). Through its

uniquely interactive options and potential for user participation,

videodisc technology is capable of providing such an instructional

format. As Jay (1985) writes, "The real value of computer

instruction is to teach to each individual's level of

comprehension" (p.25). Individual students using the videodisc are

afforded the opportunity to pursue their own learning strategies at

their owx pace. Given the ever increasing demands of teachers in

large classroom situations, the videodisc would appear to provide

useful curricular enrichment to individual students.

There is controversy, however, over whether individualized

learning is necessarily the most appropriate use of the technology.

Hofmeister (1985) points out, "There is a tendency for many in

instructional technology to assume teat the individual learning

station is the most powerful instructional delivery system and the

acceptance of anything less occurs because of a lack of resources.

The widespread acceptance of this assumption suggests that there is

a wealth of research to support the clear, comparative advantage of

the individual learning station over her instructional delivery

systems. Such is not tie case" (p.5). He argues that research

findings actually indicate that group-paced systems, including peer

tutoring, have been shown to be equally effective instructional

delivery systems and concludes that "individual learning stations

7
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must not be viewed as the ultimate delivery system for the public

school" (p.6).

In support of this argument, a study conducted during a

Florida-based videodisc training project found that some trainees

working at individual stations would pair themselves with others,

agreeing to maintain the same progress rate and discussing the

details of the training together (Smith, 1985). Smith observed

that pairs' discussions, "often included teaching and learning

within the pair, which serves as a fresh reminder that

individualized training can often receive help from peer

discussion" (p.25). Others argue that, "a videodisc system seems

to work best when used by a small number of students (two or

three)" (Biller, 1985, p.43).

Finally, additional literature supports the view that

videodisc may be used in a variety of modes. In their report on

four classroom case studies of videodisc use in classrooms, Char

ani Tally (1986) found that "large-group instruction and

small-group learning with the videodiscs each had an important

place in classrooms" (p.16). Lipson (1978) concurs, explaining,

"one can imagine conventions of using a videodisc with pairs of

students, a group of students, or with a teacher conducting an

entire class" (p.282).

These varying assertions led us to explore what happened

during individual, pair, and classroom videodisc use and the use

mode preferences of both students and teachers.

The teacher's role in the use of videodisc

The research literature has also devoted attention to the role

of the teacher in educational applications of videodisc technology

(Gibbon, 1983; Glenn, 1983; Levin, 1985). In general, articles

suggest that the teacher's role may undergo change as a result of

videodisc use; this change would be positive in nature and result

in more effective and successful educational experiences

8
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Rather than as a replacement for the teacher, the videodisc is

often viewed da An instructional tool, at the teacher's disposal

(Glenn, 1983; Hofmeister, 1985). The interactive nature of the

videodisc is inherently different from the zolority of the more

traditional instructional tools and methods employed by teachers

As a result, it has been suggested that some adjustments might be

required on the part of the teacher, as well as the student. "As

the disc is used, new roles will emerge for both the student and

the teacher because the use of technology is not neutral, it

impaots rather directly on the users" (Glenn, 1983, p.330).

With the potential for students to take more responsibility

for their own learning experiences, the teacher who utilizes the

videodisc in his or her classroom may serve as a guide in students'

learning experiences, "setting the context for, faoi3itating, and

extending this student-guided, disc-based inquiry" (Char & Talley,

1986, pp.1-2). Indeed, it is suggested that the success of a

learning experience which utilizes computers and television is

dependent on "the skillful role of the teaoher as the ultimate

package facilitator--a teacher who is willing to take an

'intellectual adventure' with the students as well as discard the

role of didactic lecturer for that of a knowledgeable collaborator"

(Educational Technology Center, July, 1985 [b]).

To study the role of the teacher when a videodisc is used with

a whole classroom group, we explored the ways in which four

teachers used videodisc in their classrooms.

By investigating these assertions about videodisc technology

and their relevance to in- school applications, we hoped to gain a

deeper understanding of the potential for the use of videodisc

technology in schools. Accordingly, our study was designed to

answer the following research questions:

9



1) What is the nature and extent of the impact of user control and

interactivity on users' experiences with the videodisc?

2) To what extent do high quality visual images affect users'

experiences with the videodisc?

3) What is the potential of videodisc technology as a teaching tool

for inquiry learning?

4) How appropriate are individual, pair, and classroom use modes

for in-school videodisc use?

5) What is the role of the teacher in utilizing videodisc

technology in a classroom setting?

10
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III. DESCRIPTION OF SEEING THE UNSEEN

SEEING THE UNSEEN employs an inquiry approach to science

education, an approach in which students explore and inquire as

scientists do, rather than simply being presented with scientific

information. The disc provides an environment or microworld in

which students can carry out investigations.

Students hone various techniques associated with scientific

explorations through their interactions with four lessons. These

techniques include: making observations; collecting, recording,

and classifying data; seeking patterns; forming and refining

1-.potheses; conducting experiments; and making predictions. The

techniques are not practiced independently from each other and are

not viewed as separate or linear steps in a problem solving

process. Some, but not all, cf these techniques are required for

each lesson.

Each of the four lessons focuses on a different problem posed

as a question. While the lessons present topical information

(plants and light, animal camouflage and mimicry, time and motion,

and the geometry of shapes), the value of each lesson is derived

from using a variety of scientific exploration techniques to

examine the subject matter. The problem-solving methods required

vary from lesson to lesson depending on the teaching strategy

employed and the mode of inquiry elicited.

The four lessons take advantage of the many forms of

interactivity available with Level 3 videodisc technology.

Computer control of the videodisc permits branching based on

students' responses, use of two audio channels, random access to

visuals and automatic search, and the presentation of text screens

as well as text and graphic overlays. Specific interactive opticals

built into the lessons include video pause (freeze-frame), video

replay (forward or backward), redo (return to an earlier activity),

11
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menu (go back to the last menu), and go ahead (go to next menu,

screen, or activity). In some lessons, students can also choose to

view charts, lists of thought questions, or additional information

The user controls the system primarily by touching the screen,

although there are some instances when keyboard input is required

A description of each videodisc lesson follows

AL_ "How Does Light Affect Plants?"

This lesson, also referred to here as "Plants and Light,"

consists of three sections: "Introeuction," "Experiments," and

"Prediction Ouestions." The "Introduction" provides general

background information about plants and light and presents issues

related to each of the three simulated experiments that follow.

In the "Experiments" section, students investigate different

aspects of light and plant growth in a laboratory setting and thea

record their observations on charts with pencil and paper.

Although students are given printed charts to use during the

lesson, they may also choose to view sample charts as graphic

screens on the videodisc. The interactive options of the videodisc

allow students to manipulate variables in the controlled

experiments and replay video to observe events more than once.

The first experiment asks students to change the position of

the sun and observe the reactions of growing plants; the second

experiment. Asks students to change the color of light (red. blue,

or green) and observe the effects on three plants; and the third

experiment asks students to cover or out the tips or stems of

plants and observe subsequent plant growth. The "Prediciton

Questions" at the end of the lesson ask students to apply new

knowledge they have gained in the experiments by determining the

outcome of several "what if" questions.

The lesson is intended to help students learn to conduct

controlled experiments and manipulate independent variables to

observe changes in a dependent variable. In addition, students



learn to make observations and record them systematically and form

predictions based upon their observations. When making

predicitions, students generalize from specific situations to

hypothetical cases that involve several critical variables

B. "What Disguises Do Animals Use?"

"Animal Disguises" provides the tools and subject matter for

an io7,:stigation into forms of animal mimicry The three sections

in the lesson ineude "The Great Pretenders," "Disguise Parade,"

and "What's Hiding?" As a video introduction to the lesson, "The

Great Pretenders" illustrates cases of camouflage and mimicry among

animals and presents them as strategies that aid in survival.

"Disguise Parade" consists of twelve video sequences on animal

behavior that depict the effects of camouflage and mimicry on

predator-prey relationships. In this section students may play and

replay the video sequences as needed, and create a chart with

pencil and paper to categorize animal disguises. Each student is

provided with a sample chart and a list of thought questions

(called Notes) for recording data, both of which are also available

as visual displays on the videodisc.

In "Disguise Parade," students observe the video sequences and

take notes on the animals ana their disguises. While viewing the

first set of six sequences, students look at their notes for

patterns in animal disguises and make charts categorizing the

disguises. Students then vier the second set of six sequences and

see if their olassificaion schemes apply to the animals in the new

scenes. Following the twelfth sequence, students are asked to

review their charts and make any changes that they feel are

necessary. They are then given the option to see hor one scientist

has categorized animal disguises.

What's Hiding?" is the final section of the lesson and

consists of an observation game that challenges students to find

and touch the heads of camouflaged animals. The game takes full

13
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advantage of the techniJlogy's ability to produce appealing

touohsoreen images. Students interact with the system as they

attempt to identify the hidden animals and are encouraged in their

trial and error experimentation by the game's rlayful approach

The lesson is designed to encourage student.7 to identify

critical visual data through careful observation. Students alto

learn to record their detailed observations and organize the

information in charts. In addition, students form categories by

generalizing from specific cases and recognizing analogous

situations. Once they devise a classification scheme, students

also learn tc test their categories by determining whether new data

fits an established category or represents a new one. Finally,

students must determine whether they can refine categories or must

devise new schemes that are more useful in describing and

organizing their data.

C. "What Happens When Time Is Altered?"

This lesson, dubbed "Edgerton" after Dr. Harold Edgerton,

inventor of the stroboscope, includes an introduction and three

exercises that illustrate how altering the perception of speed and

motion can reveal new information about everyday events. Although

the lesson can be enjoyed by students working alone or in small

groups, it is designed as a teacher-directed activity that will

generate discussions about differences in perception and hypotheses

about formerly undiscernable events.

In the introduction, "Doc Edgerton's Seeing Machine," Dr.

Harold Edgerton shows how filming an event at high speed with a

strobe light and later projecting the film at regular speed appears

to slow down time and reveals previously unseen properties.

In the first exercise, "Everyday Events," students view four

events filmed at both regular and high speeds. Due to the

vi :.odisc's interactive capabilitites, students can play and replay

ea.a event to study the new information revealed when an action is

14



viewed at different speeds Students are given a worksheet with a

list of thought questions at the beginning of the exercise to help

them form hypotheses about the relationships between time and

motion. These questions are also provided as a text screen that

students may choose to view.

In "Milk and Water Drops," the second exercise, students can

play and replay, both forwards and backwards, high-speed films of

milk dripping from a container to a cup and water falling into a

pond; the milk and water drops are two examples of the same

phenomenon. Students are given a handout of thought questions,

which they can also access from the touch-sensitive screen, that

encourages them to identify and make hypotheses about the physics

of liquids in motion.

The last exercise, "Altered Time," Presents students with a

video collection of high-speed and time-lapse clips. Students are

given a handout of a chart listing the video sequences and are

asked to indicate whether each is a high-speed or time-lapse

action. Students can replay or pause clips as often as needed.

In this lesson, students observe in order to investigate the

nature of time and the underlying charateristics of common events.

Students lear4 to recognize patterns in phenomena and make

predictions based on the similarities they notice. The lesson

encourages students to consider different frames of reference,

explore new data, and form hypotheses from observations

ELlioxkagiejailaeclylilingeTStuey Can't See?"

This lesson, dubbed "Pauling" after Dr. Linus Pauling,

contains an introduction, an interactive tutorial, and a computer

simulation that lead students to consider how scientists study

phenomena they cannot readily observe. The introduction is

entitled, "What's in the Box?" and presents an excerpt from a 3-2-1

CONTACT program in which two children are trying to determine what

type of object is enclosed in a small box.

15



The tutorial section of the lesson that follows is entitled

"Thinking With Doctor Pauling." In it, Linus Pauling must deduce

the shape of a three-dimensional block inside a closed box. The

tutorial is divided into nine video clips that show Pauling

thinking out loud as he determines the shape of the hidden block

Each video clip is supplemented by additional information called

Thoughts, which students may choose to view, that elucidates

Pauling's method by describing his assumptions, providing

background information, and illustrating why he eliminates specific

shapes. The Thoughts section takes advantage of the videodisc's

interactive options by presenting text screens and text and graphic

overlays to illustrate Pauling's reasoning process.

The last section of the lesson is a computer game, "Baffles,"

designed to interest students in solving a problem similar to Dr

Pauling's. It contains an introduction which students complete

before moving on to the actual game. In the game, one to five

mirrors are positioned in a covered box by the computer. Students

are asked to determine the locations and orientations of the

mirrors by shooting beano of light through the box from numbered

points along its top, bottom, and sides. Students shoot light

beams by typing numbers into the computer board that correspond to

the numbers along the box's x and y axes.

The way the light beams exit the box indicate the positions

and orientations of mirrors inside the box. Based on this

observable feedback, students make and test predictions about where

the mirrors are placed. The interactive technology gives students

the opportunity to experiment with the box, as Pauling did, and use

logical, deductive reasoning to reach conclusions.

Several techniques of scientific investigation are emphasized

in this lesson. SLients must understand a problem, form

hypotheses, determine avenues of investigation by isolating

variables, and conduct systematic observations. As the result of

their experimental evidence, students may form alternative
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hypotheses before they reach their :onclusloLs Students learn to

work with accumulated evidence and recognize when enough data has

been collected to solve a problem

17
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IV. METHODS

A. The Research Design

The research was exploratory 'nd included observation cf what

actually transpired when students and teachers used the videodisc

as well as follow-up interviews with students. In addition,

questionnaires explored students' and teachers' perceptions and

reaotions to the videodiso and its lessons.

Our research examined the use of the videodisc in middle

school science classrooms in three use modes: individuals, pairs,

and whole classroom groups led by a teacher. The three use modes

chosen represent the ways the videodisc will most likely be used in

schools. We explored how students in different use modes

interacted with 'he videodisc and reacted to it as an educational

tool. We investigated the variety of ways teachers might use the

videodisc with whole classroom groups. Investigation into each of

these areas provided a framework for understanding the videodisc

medium and the potential strategies for its implementation in

middle school science classrooms.

For our study 116 students were selected to participate from

two schools in the Boston area (a suburban junior high and an inner

city middle school). Of these students, 86 interacted with the

disc in a classroom setting (4 classes used), 12 students

interaoted individually, and 18 students interaoted with the diso

in pairs. All students were observed as they interacted with the

disc on two separate occasions with two different lessons.

Following each lesson, all students in the individual and pair

modes, as well as a sample from the classroom group (13 students)

were interviewed about the lessons. A second interview was

conducted (following the second session) in which students were

questioned about their reactions to the use of the videodisc
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system. Students in the classroom group who were not interviewed

as well as their teachers, replied to written questionnaires

B. Sample Profile

The study participants from the suburban junior high school

were predominantly white and from the upper-middle income level,

but included a handful of students from diverse ethnic and

socio-economic backgrounds. The population from the inner-city

sohool included wider representation of minorities and lower income

levels. This school participated only in the classroom use mode

Teachers' reports indicated that 47% of the students in the

study were of high ability level, while 47% were of medium ability

and 6% were of low ability. In total, 86% of the students were

from the suburban school and 16% were from the inner-city school

Of the 43 student3 interviewed, 20 were boys and 23 were girls; 30

were in the seventh grade and 13 were in eighth grade; 36 were from

the suburban school and 7 were from the inner-city school.

C, Instruments and Procedures

We used five instruments in our study: Observation Data

Sheets, Post-use Interviews, Lesson Interviews, Student

Questionnaires, and Teacher OuestionnaiLds. (Samples of these

instruments are included in Appendix A.) We refined our

instruments during two phases of pilot testing with a total of 9

individuals and 2 pairs of students.

Observation Data Sheets- These were designed for recording

data on how students used the videodisc system, including their

strategies for proceeding through the lessons, their use of

interactive features, their interactions with other students or the

teacher, any difficulties they encountered, and their reactions to
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system use. All student comments. areas of difficulty, apparent

insights, discussions, and interactions were documented.

Post-use Interviews- These interviews were designed to

explore students' perceptions of the videodisc, their likes and

dislikes about the system and the lessons, their reactions to

lesson content, and their use experiences and preferences.

Lesson Interviews- These interviews were designed to

explore how students understood and interpreted both the basic

concepts and the scientific methods presented in each lesson, and

to explore the ways they applied these scientific methods to the

lesson activities and to analogous problems presented in the

interviews.

Student Written Questionnaires - These questionnaires were

designed for students who were not interviewed. They explored the

same topics covered in the Post-Use Interviews with three

alterations. First, several questions were omitted that might

elicit short or vague responses from students. Second, this

questionnaire covered some topics regarding lesson content,

including students' feelings about their comprehension of lessons

and what they thought they learned from the lessons. Third, an

additional question asked students to pica. which of the two lessons

they liked the best.

Teacher Written Questionnaires- A written questionnaire was

designed to elicit teachers' reactions to both the lessons and the

use of the videodisc system with students.

Our observations avid interviews were conducted by five

researcher:, over a twelve-week period. Following four weeks of

instrument pilot testing, we collected data on individuals and

pairs of students in the first six weeks of the study and

information on classroom use during the final two weeks.

Due to limitations on the number of science periods that

students could miss wile they were participating in our study,

students in all use modes (n=116) were assigned to work on only two
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lessons from the four available on the disc; 54% were assigned

"What Disguises Do Animals Use?" and "How Does Light Affect

Plants?"; 46% were assigned "How Do Scientists Study Things They

Can't See?" and "What Happens When Time Is Altered?" In total, 7

individuals, 10 students in pairs, and 46 students in classrooms

(two classes) oompleted the former pair of lessons; 5 individuals,

8 students in pairs, and 40 students in classrooms (two classes)

completed the latter pair.

As described below, all students were observed using the

lessons. All individuals and pairs partioipated in Lesson and

Post-use Interviews as did selected students from the classroom

mode. There was a slight variation in the number of students

responding to some questions due to time limitations or

questionnaire revisions. Following is a brief desoription of the

procedures employed in each use mode.

LlaiyirhalsandEzdza

For our evaluation of individual students and pairs of

students, two videodia systems were set up in small, private rooms

and used concurrently during data collection. All sessions and

interviews were tape-recorded.

When a student used the videodiso alone, one observer was

present. When two students used the videodisc system together, two

observers were present. For the second lesson, an effort was

always made to have the same observer or observers present as

during the first.

Following the first lesson, an observer administered the first

Lesson Interview. After the second lesson, an observer conducted

the second Lesson Interview and then the Post-use Interview. Pairs

of students were separated for their Lesson and Post-use

Interviews.

The observers gave students a short introduction to the

videodisc system and the lessons Observers briefly explained the
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technology of the videodisc system, how to touch the screen and

what lessons to complete, but gave no other use directions. The

observers asked students to express their thoughts aloud as they

proceeded through the lessons. Otherwise, students were told to

use the videodisc system as if the observers were not present. In

addition, pairs of students were told to work together or alone as

much as they wished.

Classroom

The observation and interview procedures were identical for

both the suburban and the inner-city classroom sessions. At each

school, the classes were observed completing different pairs of

lessens. Teacher As and Teacher C's classes worked on "What

Disguises Do Animals Use?" and "How Does Light Affect Plants?",

Teacher B's and Teacher D's classes worked on "How Do Scientists

Study Things They Can't See?" and "What Happens When Time Is

Altered'?"

Four observers were present for eaoh lesson and were assigned

to different tasks, including: 1) recording the teacher's

comments; 2) recording the students' comments; 3) recording the

touchscreen hits; and 4) recording general classroom interaction.

All of the observers recorded data on their observation sheets

minute-by-minute, and each class session was tape-recorded.

We gave brief directions to all of the teachers before they

presented the lessons to their students, asking them to teach the

lesson in the order that we had established, with some type of

instructional context, and to distribute the worksheets as we had

done with the individuals and pairs. Prior to their class

presentations, all of thy- teachers had spent from 1 to 4 hours

familiarizing themselves with the videodisc system and the lessons.
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V. Reeulta

The following sections present our findings regarding the five

issues and related assertions discussed in the Rationale section

A. The Importance of Interactivity and User Control

Overall, students and teachers enjoyed using the videodisc

system. Their enjoyment can be traced to the interactive nature of

the medium and users' identification of this quality as unique and

positive. While using the system, students were able to exploit a

variety of the disc's interactive options. The high level of

participation and control afforded by the videodisc was cited by

users as the major factor contributing to both the appeal and

success of their learning experiences.

1. The Appeal of Interactivity.

When commenting on the appeal of the videodisc, many students

talked in general about their participation with the videodisc.

"You could participate more. Like, if you were in school,

you wouldn't have as big a chance of getting called on."

"I like doing, not listening."

"I liked how they would give you information and you could do

something with it."

Interestingly, some of the students' negative commente

regarding the appeal of the disc also focused on the issue of

participation; students appeared to find fault when their

participation Wt3 too limited. One student commented, "You didn't

do much. You just sat there listening or touched the screen once

or twice." Three students who used the videodisc with the class
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commented on their inability to direct the navigational options

This made them feel that they were not participating as directly as

they would have liked in the lessons.

"The class wanted to replay things I didn't."

"You didn't do much, you just sat there."

These comments seem to indicate that students recognized and

appreciated the unique interactive capabilities of the videodisc

and were frustrated when unable to exploit them to their fullest

advantage. When their interaction with the disc was limited,

students fund the disc less appealing, pointing to the importance

of this quality as a factor in the disc's appeal.

When asked to make comparisons to other educational media,

such as television and/or movies (n=41), student comments often

focused on the relative levels of participation afforded by each

The videodisc's greater capacity for participation and interaction

was credited by many with enhancing the learning experience. Over

two-thirds of the students (71%) said that videodisc learning was

more participatory; using the disc required interaction. They

talked about how this interaction encouraged them to pay attention,

helped them learn more, and made using the videodisc iun.

"It's more interesting because we get to do it. In

television or movies, we just watch--it's not like we can

participate in it. But, in this [the videodisc], we do the
decisions and I think it makes us more interested in it than
just sitting down and looking at the screen."

"[With] this, you get to touch the screen and it's interesting

and fun."

In elaborating on the interactive and participatory nature of

the videodisc, student comments often focused more :specifically on

issues of control. Students appeared quite astute in identifying

this issue as a relevant factor when describing the uniqueness of

their experiences with the disc. Having increased control over
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their own learning experiences was seen as a positive aspect of

working with the videodisc and indeed, when they could not get the

system to respond effectively, students were frustrated or

disappointed. Students seemed able to identify the high level of

control afforded by the disc as an important factor contributing to

an educational experience that was self-paced and non-punitive in

nature and in which learning was motivated by self-interest

Several of the videodisc's interactive options were cited by

students as features which contributed to their ability to control

their experience. The touchscreen, for examp1,3, received many

enthusiastic comments and was identified by some, students as an

important feature related to control of the system. A few students

compar ' it directly to more common and less convenient methods of

user input.

"I liked the screen, how you can touch it and just go ahead."

"You don't have to fiddle with the keyboard if you're not a

very good typer. You just touch the screen

When the touchscreen did not react to their touch or respond as

expected, students appeared frustrated.

"Sometimes it was confusing. If you touched the wrong place

or with two fingers, and went somewhere wrong, you had to get

back to the next place."

"I didn't like it when the machine wouldn't obey."

Students cited other interactive options, such as the ability

to replay, pause, answer questions, and make choices as

instrumental in creating a rich learning experience. Students said

that using the interactive features increased their participation

in the lessons and, more importantly, their ability to tailor the

learning process to their own needs. They could proceed at their

own pace and replay or pause when they wished.
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"I liked it because you could touch the screen You could
pause when you wanted to You could replay it if you didn't
catch the whole thing Sometimes in school, you don't get
called on. Here, you have to do something, or it won't go on
It has a nice learning ability

"I liked the ability to review what I learned if I was unsure
of something."

Students' concern with this ability to pace their own learning

experience was further emphasized in their discussions comparing

the videodisc to other educational media. When comparing the

videodisc to television and movies (n=41), over two-thirds of the

students discussed the more interactive nature of the videodisc

Three-fourths of these students specifically mentioned interactive

aspects of the disc such as pausing, answering questions, and

making choices. More than a third talked about replaying selected

portions of the video. As students observed, such capabilities are

directly related to students ability to set their own learning

pace.

"On a videodisc, its easy if you don't know the question or

the answer. You can go back and check. In TV, you see it

once and then you don't know where it went."

"With a videodisc, you can watch at your pace. If you don't

understand something, you can go back and review But with

TV, it just keeps going. You can't press Pause, too bad, you

just miss it."

When comparing the videodisc to books (n =34), nearly one-third

of the students mentioned similarities between the two media

related to their ability to enjoy a self-paced learning experience

Students talked about being able to go back and re,riew desired

sections, to choose what to do, and to stop and reflect on what

they are finding out.

"In a book and the videodisc, you can go back to different

parts if you didn't understand it If you want to find out
something again, you can go back and read or watch it again
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"You can just stop and think about things and continue, or go
back to the beginning if you didn't understand something

"I think it's the same because you can go over it and it tells
you when you're wrong and then you can go back and find out

why It's set up the same, like a textbook."

In addition, students found the traditional classroom setting

less conducive than a videodisc to fostering a learning situation

geared to their orn, individual pace. Students enjoyed the

ability, allowed by the videodisc, to go as slowly or quickly as

they needed in order to understand the infolmation and replay

sections for clarification.

"In a classroom, the teacher explains what you do and you have

to do it and work on a level with all the other kids.

Sometimes it's a problem because you already know things or
you are too far behind. If someone wants to stop the teacher,
you can't because you have to stop the whole class

"[The videodisc] is better because you get to do it
individually and you don't have to wait around while other
people ask questions. It's just you and the computer."

Some students also perceived the videodisc as offering an

educational experience that was non-punitive in nature, especially

when making comparisons to a tladitional classroom setting. These

students cited the replay option as a way to ask questions of the

disc without embarrassing themselves or interrupting the teacher's

presentation.

"It's easier [with the videodisc] because the teacher doesn't

like reviewing things over and over. He doesn't like saying

it so many times."

"In a class, it's hard sometimes to get something you massed.

You have to stay after school. [The videodisc] you just turn

on."

"When I'm in a classroom and the teacher asks a question, I

feel self-conscious about being wrong. With the [videodisc] I

don't have to say nothing, just press buttons."
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While it seems clear that students were aware and quite

appreciative of the participation and control afforded them by

videodisc use, we were also interested in how students managed such

control. Therefore, we asked them questions concerning the ease

with which they were able to navigate system use and about which

interactive options they utilized and for what purposes Their

responses helped us gain a better understanding of t:_e impz.ct of

user control and participation on users' educational experiences

2 Ease of Videodisc System Use

For the most part, users were abla to navigate successfully

through the cyirse and recover from problems on their own When

students or teachers had questions, observers usually asked them to

try to solve the problems themselves and most often they did

We assessed the students' and teaohers' comfort with the

system by the frequency of their questions to the observers or to

another student and their use of interactive options. We also

evaluated their comfort by other outward signs, such as hesitation

to touch the screen. Two-thirds of the individuals and pairs of

students seemed comfortable with the system overall, and one-third

showed some tentativeness. No one seemed uncomfortable using the

system.

After using the videodisc system, individuals and pars of

students (n=30) were naked how easy or hard it was for them to use

the system (see Table 1). Here we found that students made no

distinction between the system hardware and our disc The vast

majority of students (93%) found the system 'easy' or 'pretty easy'

to use, citing at most one or two instan6es of difficulty; only

two students said tht; system was 'difficult' to use. A few

students found the system unqualifiably very easy to use, offering

suoh oomments ar, "It gave you as much time as you needed and when

you were ready you could ju't move on," and "It just took a minute
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of thinking." The students who cited problems focused on

difficulties with understanding directions for specific lessons,

rather than with operating the system. For example, some students

mentioned the directions in the various chart-making activities and

the plant experiments as difficult to understand. Directions for

the game "Baffles" were also cited as difficult. One student,

however, did point to a difficulty in operating the system, she

was trying to pause video sequences at a particular frame, which is

nearly impossible to do with our system.

Table 1

I 1 ..

Total #

(n.30)

/male female/ /indiv pair/

Easy- 15 10 5 8 7

Pretty Easy- 13 4 9 4 9

Difficult- 2 1 1 1 1

30 15 15 13 17

When students who used the videodisc system with their class

were asked whether they thought it would be easy or hard to use the

system by themselves (n =13), they were nearly evenly divided into

the two categories (53% -hard, 46%-easy) (see Table 2). An apparent

gender difference should be noted, with boys tending to feel the

system would be easy to use and girls tending to feel it would be

hard. Those who felt that the system would be easy to use,

however, often qualified this judgment by adding that they would
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need some experience and/or instructions. "Once you had

instructions and knew what to do on your own [it would be easy]

Students who felt that the system would be hard to use either

offered no further explanation or seemed to focus on the need for

someone else to explain things: "(It would be harder to use)

because the teacher wouldn't be there to explain it more

thoroughly Lack of familiarity was also cited in explanation for

the system being hard to use "(It would probably be) hard because

never used it before."

Table 2

Classroom student descriptions recarding ease of system use
(n.13)

Total # /male female/

Easy 6 5 1

Hard 7 1 6

13 6 7

Classroom students who were not interviewed filled out

questionnaires (n73) which included the question, "Do you think it

would be easy or hard to use the system by yourself?" A majority

of these students (88%) indicated that they thought the system

would be easy to use, while a few (12%) felt that it might be hard



3. Use of Interactive Options

Although students interacted with the system every time they

touched the screen, we wanted to examine their use of what we

termed interactive options--features used to do something ether

than simply continue forward in the simplest, most direot path

through the lesson. For example, touching Go Ahead or Menu at the

end of a certain section, or Experiments to continue during a

lesson were not counted as using interactive options Interactive

options included: Pause, Replay, Redo, Review, Backward, Forward,

Charts, Notes, and Examples. We also considered students'

interruption of playing video or audio by pressing Go Ahead as use

of an interactive option. It should be noted that researchers'

directions affected students' use of interactive options in two

area:: students were asked to view the main sections within the

lessons in order, and to view the Thoughts section of "Pauling" to

be sure they could follow the organization of lesson concepts

presented. Thoughts, therefore, is not counted as an interactive

option. To understand how these options influenced students'

experiences with the videodisc, we explored both how often the

options were utilized and what factors motivated their use

A wide range of interactive option use existed among users.

On rare occasions some users did not use any intlractive options

Generally, however, interactive option use ranged between two And

43 times per lesson, with an average of six times per lesson. Some

use mode and lesson differences were found and are reported in

Section D, TheApjaogriateneecieP.
The option used moat commonly was to see something again

(including touching the action box Replay, Redo, or Review, and

choosing Menu and then reselecting the same item). This type of

option was utilized by all but one of the users. One pair of

students even used the Backward and Forward action boxes as a

rewind feature to return to a certain spot and replay Pause was
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also utilized by a majority of the users In addition, Chart was

used by most of the users who participated in lessons with this

option. Notes and Examples were also utilized, although less

frequently than the previously mentioned options. The action box

labeled ???, which pres6nts students with discussion questions, was

rarely touched.

Interactive options were used most frequently when students

needed help filling out the worksheets. For example, Replay and

Pause were used most often in this manner, with Chart, Notes, and

the action box labeled ??? also used at times for the same reason

On occasion, curiosity also catalyzed the use of interactive

options. Students would sometimes press Chart just to see if it

displayed the same chart as the paper they were handed. Notes and

the action box labeled ??? were also touched on several occasions

out of curiosity.

A few students used the interactive features to review

appealing visuals. For example, two students replayed a section of

"Edgerton" just because they wanted to see it again: one of them

replayed the high speed footage of someone smashing e, Coke bottle

with a hammer, saying, "Wait, I want to go back again. (REPLAY) Ta

da! Watch this--thousands of pieces." One teacher replayed a video

clip of a molding orange to tease his students, who thought it

looked disgusting.

What follows are three examples of ways in which students from

the pair use mode used the interactive options, and the discussion

that accompanied their use. The first example shows students using

an interactive option--Replay--to help them understand what was

presented in the lesson. This pair replayed a clip in "Animal

Disguises" about three fish--the wrasse, the blenny and the tang

At the end of the clip, the following question appears on the

screen: "Is any animal disguised in a new way?" If so, students

are supposed to add a category onto their charts. The two students

in example were unsure of the answer, so they replayed the
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clip While they viewed it, they tried to identify the three fish

as they came in and out of view on the screen

A: (Looks at B for answer to question. "Is any animal disguised in
a new way?")

B: I don't know.
A: Which one was that little one?
B: I don't know. I think a wrasse.

A: Should we replay? (REPLAY)
B: Which one is the wrasse?
A: (Points to a fish on the screen.)
B: (Points to another fish on the screen.) The yellow thing is a

tang. That's a blenny. This is the tang

A: That's a blenny.
B: I guess that's the wrasse
A: No, that's the wrasse.
B: No, a blenny, because it looks like a wrasse xi has sharp

jaws.
A: That's a tang.

B: I know!

A: The blenny looks like a wrasse, but doesn't do everything like
a wrasse.
(They write on their charts)

The second example demonstrates the use of an interactive

option because one girl was particularly impressed by several

passages showing a milk drop falling in slow motion in the "Milk

and Water Drops" section of "Edgerton." She replayed these

passages for her partner. For some time, she tried to return to

one particular place in the section, until her partner reminded her

that the drop appeared again later. Primarily as a result of these

attempts, this pair used the highest number of interactive features

in one lesion - -43. (In contrast, they did not use even one

interactive option during "Pauling," the second lesson they

completed.)

C: Cool!

D: Cool. Did you see that? Oh, I like that (laughs) (PAUSE)

Look at how they come out little crowns. Look how the bubbles

go out. That's cool!

C: (GO AHEAD)

D: (PAUSE) Look how that's coming. It's cool! (GO AHEAD)

C. Ooh!
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0 Look at how See t.iat1 Look how that doesn't splatter out
C Yeah

The final example demonstrates the use of an interactive

option catalyzed by curiosity about a Notes action box Touching

this box brings students to a screen which displays thought

questions. Here, it is interesting to note how reading the screen

triggered the students' use of Replay for additional help in

filling out their charts

F What happens if we press r,Jtes', (NOTES)

E. (after fading screen) Oh. were supposed to write things

like that')

F. Well, the predator is the praying mantis, isn't it9 The

praying mantis eats all those huge things.
E. Oh, wait. We can do Replay (REPLAY) Oh The praying mantis

is the predator So, do you want to write that down?

4. Summary

Results indicate that students, for the most part, found the

videodisc system appealing and easy to use. Any problems

experienced by users seemed minor and resulted from less than clear

directions within the lessons. Interestingly, even those students

from the classroom who hypothesized that the system might prove

difficult to use alone, indicated that when provided with an

introduction and ongoing support it would be easy to use

Therefore, we believe that students would have little difficulty

using the system.

The results regarding interactive option use indicate that

users took advantage of a variety of the disc's interactive

capabilities. In general options were used most often as a means

for better understanding or completing the lessons The ability

to either pause or review a particular segment was exploited most

often by students While these kinds ci options were sometimes used

to review enjoyable sections of the video, they more often provided
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students with assistance in reaching an underotanding of the

material being presented. For example, students often paused the

lesson so that they could take notes or discuss the material

Our findings regarding the importance of interactivity and

user control strongly support assumptions about the positive impact

of the videodisc's interactive nature. Students proved to be

extremely enthusiastic in their comments about the control and

participation afforded them by the disc. They said increased

involvement contributed to both the appeal and success of their

learning experience.

Contrary to assumptions maintaining that user control might

detract from the effectiveness of a lesson, students did not appear

to have any significant difficulty in managing the increased

responsibility required by the active learning process. They

successfully navigated through the lessons and exploited a variety

of interactive options for their own varied purposes. Clearly

students enjoyed and were able to take advantage of an educational

axperienoe in which they were native participants, taking control

of and responsibility for their own learning.

"),
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B. The Importance of High Quality Visuals

Student comments describing the disc often characterized the

the visual presentations as both unique and compelling. The visuals

appeared to provoke and maintain students' interest in the lessons,

they were in fact cited by several students as the most appealing

aspect of the videodisc. In addition, 60% of the students from the

classroom mode who filled out questionnaires (n=73) rated watching

the video segments of the disc as a feature they liked very much.

Comments regarding the visuals of the videodisc occurred most often

when students were comparing the system to other media, such as

books and television. Students found the videodisc visuals to

provide more realistic and interesting portrayals of information

that helped their understanding of the lesson content.

Some students focused on the appeal of visua" presentations in

an educational experience. Apparently, videodisc use, with its

attendant high quality visuals, proved more interesting and fun

than more traditional educational experiences for some students.

"It had visual effects, so it was more fun than reading and

lecture."

"[The videodisc] is a mixture of computer animation and movies

Bo it is more interesting."

"Learning from a book on these subjects can get kind of

boring. And it's really a lot harder to do these experiments
from a book than just watching them."

Part of the appeal of the visuals seemed to lie in their

ability to present students with realistic representations of the

material being studied. This was especially apparent in students'

discussions of the "Animal Disguises" lesson. Students perceived

this ability as a distinct advantage.
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"I liked the way they showed animals the way they are--they
move--not like in a book, where they stay put."

"You don't have to read it out of a book You see it in its

habitat the way it eally is. Its on a screen. Usually we

just talk about it, you don't see it."

"In the class...the teacher would be talking about it. With

the videodisc, you see how it really happened. You get to see

it instead of hearing it talked about."

It shows real piotures. A computer doesn't do that..."

As described by the students, such realistic images appeared

to help students reach a clear understanding of the material

presented.

"You can see what's happening instead of trying to imagine

"[With the videodisc] you can visualize everything. In a

book, they just tell you about it and you have to picture it
for yourself. If everybody reads the same book about a house,
everyone has a different picture of the house."

"You can have pictures in a book, but this was moving
pictures. Books couldn't show how [a plant] moved, they could

only show it when it was bent out. Here it showed it actually

moving."

Students' comments regarding the presentations in the

"Edgerton" lesson illustrate their new-found understanding as a

result of the visuals.

"I didn't know that when liquid drops, it forms a crown. When

it falls into more water, it forms a sphere."

"I thought [a cat's] tongue would go forward, but it es

backward."

When visual presentations were unclear, as in the case of

certain "Plants and Light" segments, students' ability to

understand lesson content was impaired. Such evidence underscores

the importance of high quality visual images and suggests there may
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be a relationship between visual presentations and understanding.

Finally, classroom students who filled out questionnaires

(n=73) were asked to comparatively assess the two lessons they

worked on. Interestingly, they tended to prefer the "Animal

Disguises" lesson to "Plants and Light," and the "Edgerton" lesson

to "Pauling. The two lessons of preference contained more

intriguing visual presentations, which might account for these

findings.

Clearly, students were quite engaged by the visual

presentations of the videodisc. As much of the literature has

suggested, the videodisc's ability to provide realistic, high

quality images was indeed viewed by students as a unique and

posit.i7e capability of the technology, which contributed to a rich

and enjoyable education?' experience.
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C. The Potential of Videodisc as a Teaching Tool for Inquiry

Learning

Students were carefully observed during disc use and lesson

interviews were conducted with students to axplore their

experiences with SEEING THE UNSEEN lessons. We wanted to know if

students acquired basic lesson content and if they practiced any

scientific methods in the process. By lesson content we mean the

main ideas presented in each lesson: the concepts, information,

anf4 vocabulary. By methods we mean such techniques as gathering and

organizing data, formulating hypotheses, making models, inferences,

and predictions, and applying new information to analagous

problems.

Our results are reported in two sections: I) Student

Comprehension of Lesson Content and 2) Student Engagement in

Scientific Methods. Through an exploration of these j1sues we

hoped to gain a better understanding of the potential of videodisc

technology for engaging students in an inquiry approach to

learning.

I. Student Comprehension ct Lesson Content.

In this section, we will explore students' understanding of

the specific lesson content presented in the lessons. Here, we were

interested in whether students were able to comprehend the basic

information, concepts, and vocabulary illustrated in each of the

four lessons.

a. "How Does Light Affect Plants ?"

Most students could describe the three experiments on plants

and light and had a general idea about the ways in which light

affects plants. In describing the lesson, students talked mostly
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about lessor content, rather than the concept of the experimental

design. When asked what the lesson was about and what they had

learned (n=24), all students talked about the subject

matter--plants and light. More than half of the students (57%)

offered a response which included both a general statement and a

specific example. "We did experiments on different colors of light

and where the light was." Cr.-third made a general statement: It

was about how light affects plants", and two students mentioned a

specific example from ..he lesson: "I didn't know that plants

nodded toward the sun." No student mentioned the experimental

design (e.g., no one said the lesson was about how to study plants

and light).

To see how students were engaged by the content of the lesson,

they were asked questions about each experiment. Here again,

students talked mainly about the effect of the experiments (what

happened and why). Students usually discussed the first experiment

in terms of plant movement in relation to the position of the sun.

Almost half of the students (43%) mentioned the response of plants

to one sun position, such as overhead.

When asked to describe the second experiment, students said it

was about plants and colors of light. More than one-third of the

students (39%) responded by making a general statement about the

movement of plants in different colors of light. One-quarter of

the students (26%) made specific statements about the effect of

red, green, or blue light on plants. A few students (17%) compared

sunlight (containing all colors) to the different colors (red,

green). Some students elaborated on their responses by

talking about why plants reacted differently to different colors of

light. Those that did not remember the lesson's explanations

offered their own. Other students (17%) said they could not follow

the experiment.

When asked to describe the third experiment, most students

said it was about the part of the plant that responds to light



One-third of the students noted that the experiment involved "tips"

and went on to describe one part of the experiment.

"When the tip is cut, then it just stays there When the tip

is covered, it just stays there In both of those the control

bends toward the light. When the stems are covered they both

bend toward the light."

Some students had trouble with one or more of the experiments

because the visuals were unclear. In one experiment, different

plants' reactions to different colored light was too similar to be

accurately interpreted by the students. In a second experiment,

computer overlays covering various parts of the plant were

confusing. For a few, this obscured the intent of the lessons,

others, however, were still able to derive its meaning

"I was confused because I couldn't really tell, for example

with the red light because it was so slight--the movement.
And the green, I thought was moving a lot but the computer

said it didn't respond to it. I thought it was moving--like
bending away but they said it didn't respond to it. I was

surprised."

"The experiment was to see which part of the plant controlled

how it responded. We found out the tip controls."

"We covered the stem mnd the tip and saw the tip did it. At

first it was confusing because it put the red box on the tip

and then we figured out that it covered the tip

For the most part, students who participated in this lesson

talked about its content in ways that indicated some level of

understanding. Some of the difficulties experienced by students

seem to be attributable to unclear visual presentations
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b. "What Disguises Do Animals Use',"

The "Animal Disguises" lesson contains a series of video clips

that illustrate various ways in which animals disguise themselves

Students were especially intrigued with the subject of animal

disguises and every student questioned (n=20) talked about this

aspect of the lesson Students were also captivated by the wide

range of animals presented in the lesson. In discussing the

subject of animal disguises, one-quarter of the students mentioned

details about the disguises of particular animals or offered

general observations.

"A lot of animals are almost invisible--? poisonous,

invisible, or look alikes."

"A lot of animals hid in the background or warned off other
animals."

"Animals that look harmless may be harmful. Lotsa animals I
didn't know that blend with other things."

"I thought most animals in disguise camouflage themselves, I
didn't know they imitated each other."

Some students talked about why the animals have disguises,

such as for hiding, for catching prey or food, or to survive.

"Some animals can trick other animals into thinking that they
aren't what they look like--they take advantage of that,"

"1 ,earned ways animals try to eat and try to get their food

Most students commented on animal° or animal behaviors they

had never seen before. Simply finding out about a new animal

proved interesting to many students.

"There are many different animals in the sea I've never seen

an alligator snapping turtle."

"I learned about all these different animals
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"I learned a lot about bugs and fish and stuff. I didn't know
what a walking stick was, or a tang and that snake I didn't
know aboJt blue jays eating moths, I thought they just ate
worms like other birds."

"I didn't really know there were so many animals that could be
camouflaged. T diAn't know there was a turtle underground who
was so camouflaged he could open his mouth and he had a
strange tongue. I didn't know all the facts--I learned a lot
of things like how the blue jay ate moths and about those two
butterflies. I knew about the prrying mantis, but not about
the walking stick."

Students who participated in this lesson displayed a clear

interest in and understanding of the material presented. They

comprehended the concept of animal disguises, discussing in detail

both how and why animals disguise themselves. Students also

displayed considerable interest in learning about animals which

were unfamiliar.

c. "What Happens When Time Is Altered?"

When discussing the "Edgerton" lesson, students showed a great

ability to recall high-speed and time-lapse photograghy images. In

addition, they were able to talk about how altering the speed of

motion might change what can be perceived. When asked what the

lesson was about and what they learned (n=19), more than half the

students (58%) talked about specific informational or visual

content, such as milk and water drops, the stroboscope, or Dr.

Edgerton. Nearly all students (94%) described the lesson by noting

the general underlying concept of the lesson: the effect and/or

reason for altering the speed of an event. Students' comments

included:

"The way that things looked speeded up or slowed down

"Not showing things at their natural pace."

"How you can learn better about different things if you slowed
them down or speeded them up."
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"How you oan see with the aided eye some things you oan't see
with the unaided eye."

Many students (n=17) were able to suucessfully explain or

define high-speed (88%) and time-lapse (76%) techniques Students'

comments about high-speed included:

"If you take something that moves fast and then you slow it
down."

"You can see mostly every move it makes

Student comments about time-lapse included:

"When you speed something up tc learn about it.. starfish
moving, watching things grow."

"For something very slow. You take pictures of it only once

every so often, so instead of watching a plant growing for ten

hours, you can see it in a few seconds."

The remaining students (25%) distinguished high-speed from

time-lapse but reversed the definitions.

Perhaps more than the other lessons on the videodisc, this

lesson offered students a linguistic challenge. In several cases,

students who correctly defined the two techniques appeared to have

difficulty distinguishing between the name and the effect of the

technique. This became apparent during the lesson activity in

which students viewed fourteen video clips and identified on a

chart which clips were made using high-speed and which were made

using time-lapse techniques. Some students avoided confusion by

changing the names on their charts, relabeling high-speed as, "slow

down" or "slow" and time-lapse as "speeded up" or "fast In

addition to the time-lapse and high-speed terminology, students

were introduced to the stroboscope. Students understood what the

machine did, but some talked about it as "the strobe thing," or

"the psychometer, or "the streptoscope."

Students who participated in this lesson demonstrated a high



degree of interest and a fairly solid understanding of the subject

matter presented. A majority were able to successfully define the

two forms of photography illustrated in the lesson and displayed an

understanding of the purpose in altering the perceived speed of an

event.

d. "How Do Scientists Study Things They Can't See?"

Students were especially engaged watching how Pauling went

about figuring out the shape of a three-dimensional block hidden

inside a small covered box. Wheu asked what the lesson was about

and what they had learned (n=18), almost all students (89%) talked

about the task of finding out the shape of the block in the box.

"How you could tell how long the sides were by turning the box
one way it would roll--then the other way it would slide.

Then you could find out there was a side. Then how quickly it
would roll would tell you how long ur how short the sides
were--ao you could figure out how many sides there were in

all."

"The guy Pauling--he tried to figure out what was in the box.
By the way he turned it, he could figure out if it was round
or if it has bumps on it."

"Showing different ways of figuring out something in a box
without looking, what shape, what the object ia."

Many students (77%) made specific references to the steps that

Pauling took in order to solve the problem.

"He rolled the box back and forth, aide to side, and tried to
find out some clues by listening to the movement."

He tilted [the box] in all directions. Seeing how it rolled,

if it slid, stuff like that."

More than half of the students also discussed the lesson in

more general terms, explaining how the lesson concerned finding out

about about things you cannot see
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"About how you can tell what something is without seeing it
[The lesson] showed you different tasks you could do to figure

something out."

"About identifying things without seeing them -- -with your other

senses."

"How you could figure out what something is if you couldn't

see it."

"If I ever had to figure out something I couldn't see or
touch, I'd know some things to help me figure it out.

The majority of students who participated in this lesson were

able to discuss and understand the specific informational content

of the lesson, often providing specific descriptions of Pauling's

testing process.

2. Student Engagement in Scientific Methods.

Each of the four lessons was designed to engage students in

different inquiry- oriented, scientific exploration techniques.

"Plants and Light" engages students in observing and recording data

from controlled experiments and making predictions based on their

observations. "Animal Disguises" engages students in making

careful observati' Ai, abstracting patterns and forming categories,

and recording and organizing their information on charts

"Edgerton" engages students in making observations and recognizing

patterns. "Pauling" engages students in forming hypotheses,

conducting investigations, making predictions, and drawing

conclusions. Following is a discussion concerning the extent to

which students were engaged in and applied these techniques in the

lesscas.



a. "How Does Light Affect Plants?"

Most students understood the meaning of the experimental

design employed in this lesson, including the control of

independent and dependent variables and the use of experimental and

control groups. They observed how light affects plants and

recorded their observations on their charts. Some students,

however, had problems with the lesson. A few missed or

misunderstood the reasons for the experimental design and were

confused about the experimental and control groups. Others had

trouble recording their data on a chart and making predictions

based on recorded data.

When asked why two shoots were used in the experiments, almost

two-thirds of the students (61%) were able to explain that the

second shoot, "the control," was there for comparison--"the before

and the after," "to see what it should have done," "one that was

normal." Others (17%) were uncertain about the purpose of the

control. One-fifth of the students (22%) said they did not

understand the experiment.

Moat students were able to make predictions regarding "what

if" situations based on their observations and many could describe

an analagous experiment to study the effect of water on plants.

Several times during the lesson, students responded to "what

if" questions which asked them to draw conclusions from

experimental data. When asked how they figured out the answers,

almost half of the students (48%) reported that they used the

charts on which they had recorded their observations a almost

half (48%) said they remembered from the videodisc lesson. Only a

few said they guessed. One student emphasized that answering the

questions took organization: "I put together all that I learned

there and I tried to figure it out. I organized all my thoughts

and went over what I learned and ther 1 wzs -able to put all the

categories together easier."

When asked about an analogous problem--how they would study
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the effect of water on plants--over three-quarters of the students

(78%) made up an experimental study, indicating their ability to

apply the approach demonstrated by the lesson. Many of the

specifics mentioned in their experiments paralleled the experiments

that they had observed including the use of controls, limiting

variables, and making observations over time.

"I'd go to vetch to see what the water does in the morning,
what it does in the afternoon, and what it does at night."

"Try putting different amounts on different plants and see how
they react. Give them equal heat and equal light."

"You could do it the same way as this (the lesson). Put one

in water and one not in water or put half in water and half
not in water. First put top in water and bottom not, then
switch around and see what happened. Then different light
shining on the water and different colors of water and
different kinds--one in salt and one in mineral and see which
kind is best for the plant--which one grew the most."

Only a few students were unsure how they might conduct an

experiment: two said that they would ask an adult such as a

gardener, mother or teacher, for advice.

The students who participated in this lesson appeared to

understand the experimental design to varying degrees, but a

majority proved able to utilize the information presented and

techniques encouraged by the lesson to answer questions throughout

the lesson. In addition, many of the students demonstrated an

ability to apply the concepts presented in the lesson to an

analogous problem.

b. "What Disguises Do Animals Use?"

In this lesson, students were involved in making detailed

observations, forming categories by organizing information in

charts and, when time permitted, testing those categories.

By analyzing the charts students filled out during the lesson



(n=24), we di9coverd most students (67%) classified the animal

video clips into disguise categories. (Three of these students

received some prompting from the observer.) Two students (13%)

classified the animals according to the Notes questions which were

both presented on the videodisc and handed out as accompanying

material. Five students (21%) demonstrated an inablility to

organize the inforaation from the videodisc into categories based

on disguises.

Of those students who classified the clips based on the

diegnisee illustrated, there was a great range in the number of

categories formed (two-eight). Almost one-half of the students

(47%) formed two or three categories a requested 44 the lesson

directions; one-third (32%) formed four or five categories, and

the remaining students (21%) formed seven or eight categories.

Ther s also a great range in the kinds of categories

formed. All students who classified included at least two

categories that had been generalized from specific cases--for

example, "acts like another animal" and "a certain color that

doesn't change so it can blend in or contrast." However, many

students had additional categories that were not discrete,

parallel, or analogous units--they were exclusive not inclusive

For example, the category "green, plant-like looking" was formed

sp :ifically for the walking stick and "one is a real butterfly and

one is poisonous" was formed for only the case of the monarch and

viceroy.

One explanat,....n for this kind of exclusive categorization may

be that most students (71%) iid not have the chance to view the

second set of clips, which were designed to help students test the

categories derived from the first set. Two pairs of students who

did view clips from the second set seemed to find these aduitional

clips helpful in forming more discrete categories. For example,

one pair of students began with the category, "like another fish

and acts like another fish." Later, after viewing a clip in the
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second set. they crossed out the word fish and put animal. In the

interview, one of the students explained, "I came across a second

pair of animals who weren't fish and I wanted to generalize it more

so it could fit more things."

When students (n=23) were asked about the usefulness of

categorizing (Why do you think we had you make categories?), a

majority (70%) said categories provide a way to organize and easily

loco' : "" things.

"If you're collecting a lot of things that are similar, its
easier to categorize, if wanted to pick one out, you could
find it."

"So it would be more organized. And like you have titles and
specific columns instead of just writing it down. It's to get
a picture of what it looks like, of what the categories are."

"When I categorized the animals it dawned on me that there
were so many more ways I could categorize things, like before,

when I thought about categorizing stuff, I thought mainly
about color, shape, size--but there are a lot of different
ways you can categorize aings."

In reference to the lesson, students said categories allowed

them to see patterns of similarities and differences among animals

and their disguises.

"So we can find out patterns in the disguises

"Helps you take a closer look at what they have in common "

When students were asked to solve an analogous problem (how

they would organize information about what food the animals in

their neighborhood eat), slightly more than half (52%) replied fley

would group the information in categories, others (29%) did not

create categories.

The students creating categories (n=21) did so in patterns

similar to those used for the animal disguises
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"I'd put all the food I saw into columns and then I'd write
the animals that eat it."

"Just organize them by what they eat. Things that ate grass

are one category. Things that ate plants Things that ate

animals, and things that eat small and big animals

Rather than creating categories, almost one-third of the

students (29%) indicated that they would create a catalogue listing

each animal and beside it, items in its diet, with a one-to-one

correspondence between specific animals and their diet items.

"I'd first of all take, let's say, the squirrel. Eats mostly

acorns, nuts, and whatever else. First have to find what
animals in my neighborhood--I saw a rabbit, a rabbit eats

carrots. I'd make different paragraphs. At the end, I'd say

this is what all the animals in my neighborhood eat. Of

course I'd have to look up in an encyclopedia what they eat

"I would write different food across the top and animals on
the side and make a chart and join the point where they match.
For example, sunflower seed on top and some kind of bird on
left, and where they meet put a check."

Three students (14%) had no consistent organizing principle.

One student didn't know how to respond to the question. With one

exception, all of the students used food as their organizing

factor, one student used animals as the organizing factor for this

task.

The majority of students who participated in this lesson were

able to successfully employ a variety of scientific exploration

techniques as they completed the lesson. In addition, they seemed

to understand the nature and purpose of these techniques, with many

students able to apply them to an analogous problem

c. "What Happens When Time Is Altered?"

In this lesson students are encouraged to participate in an

open-ended exploration cf the nature of altered perceptions of

time. The lesson was designed to generate thought and discussion
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about differences in perception and hypotheses about normally

undiscernable events.

When students were asked why someone would want to study

something using high-speed or time-lapse techniques (n =17), all of

the students responded that the techniques enable one to discover

more about an event or changing object.

"If they wanted to find out more about an object they weren't
aware of before. Make a new discovery of how something works
Be aware."

"With time-lapse, if you want to watch how a plant grows it
makes it easier instead of sitting in front of a plant for two
years. With high-speed, if you want to find out how certain
materials react, about how something reacts to other things
that happen too fast for us to see."

When asked to describe something that happens too fast to be

seen (n=21) (e.g., something that could be studied using high-speed

techniques), all but two students named appropriate kinds of

events. Almost half of the students (42%) responded with an

example from the videodisc and an original example not from the

videodisc; almost half (42%) chose examples only from the disc,

and slightly less than one-quarter (21%) chose only examples that

were not from the videodisc. For example, students responded with

events from the videodisc such as milk and water dripping, popcorn

popping, and a hummingbird flying. Original examples not from the

videodisc included rain falling, a meteor falling, a bee flying,

and molecules moving. Inappropriate events were either slow

actions, such as a spider weaving a web or an invisible action,

such as radio waves.

When asked to describe an event that happens too slow to be

seen (n= 21)- -e.g., one that could be studied using time-lapse

techniques--the students displayed remarkable recall of the

videoclips. Most students (76%) mentioned two examples from the

disc, including a plant growing, a spider weaving a web, an orange

molding, and the way clouds form. Three students mentioned an
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example from the disc and one original example--an egg hatching,

the seasons changing, and the movement of a clock's hour hand

Fiv.1 students named actions appropriate only to high-speed

techniques; two students could not think of anything

Students were asked to pick one of their examples, explain how

they could study it and what they would see that they couldn't see

before. Nearly all students said that one can see more when using

either high-speed or time-lapse techniques to look at phenomena.

"I want to observe how water falls, when if forms shapes and
craters of different sizes. When drops bounce, I want to see

how far they bounce off, and the motion of water running fast
and slow."

"You could see change. Before the grass would all look the

same because it grows so slowly

"You could see a body grow if you had a camera on all the

time."

Students participating in this lesson clearly understood the

purpose and application of exploring altered perceptions of time,

as demonstrated through their analyses and discussions of videodiz,..;

and self-generated examples.

d. "How Do Scientists Study Things They Can't See'?"

Most students were engaged in the inquiry techniques of

forming hypotheses, conducting investigations, making predictions,

and drawing conclusions.

While many students talked about the specific subject of

finding out the shape of the block in the box, when asked what the

lesson was about (n =18), more than a third said it was about

finding information in scientific ways, such as by making

hypotheses or observations.

"About making hypotheses and what you find and seeing if you

are correct by going over information you know
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"About observation - -like if you do something and something
happens--you can make a conclusion about it."

"If I had something in a box and had no idea what it was If

I thought, made hypotheses, I could find out. If I made
conclusions like in 'Baffles,' I could find out where and what
was hidden without seeing--just by using my brain."

We asked students what steps Pauling took to figure out what

was in the box. As previously noted, almost all of the students

(77%) gave a step by step description of what he did, including at

least two steps. However, some of these students (36%) added that

he made hypotheses or used the information he found to reach a

conclusion: "He took hypotheses about what was inside the box He

did this by listening to it and moving the box around."

All of the students except one talked about the idea of

hypothesis testing as presented in this lesson. When asked if

Pauling's way of solving the problem was guessing or not, all

students but one felt that Pauling was not guessing and they often

went on to describe some sort of plan.

"It's a hypothesis. He's guessing on facts he can figure out
It's not juct a wild guess."

"It's not that much like guessing. He knew what to do. He is

a scientist so he knew what to do better than another. He won

a Nobel prize, he probably studied that kind of thing

"It's hypothesizing It's an educated guess. After you make

a couple of them you put them all together and realize what's

in the box."

Students were able to apply Pauling's reasoning process, to

some extent, in an analogous problem posed by the "Baffles" game

When asked about how their work with the game was similar to

Pauling's work with the box (n =17), almost three-quarters of the

students (71%) responded that there was some similarity in the way

they thought about playing the game and the way that Pauling
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thought about what was in the box

"It's kind of the same because you couldn't see where the
baffles were so you had to make an educated guess to see where

the laser bounced off."

"The same because you can do something to it [baffle board)
to see something happen, then make inferences about what you

could see or hear about what happened."

While the method of reasoning was considered to be the same,

more than one-quarter of the students (29%) said that the practical

method was different and three students (10%) said the problem was

different.

"I didn't have the box to feel or shake. I had to work by

pressing numbers to find out where baffles were

"You have to figure out something you can't see or touch but
you can't hold it and roll it up and down to see where it

is--can't do anything with it."

"It was the same because you had to try to find out where they
were and make hypotheses. It was different because you knew

what they were."

Only two students said that working with the box was entirely

different from their work with the "Baffles" game.

"Dr. Pauling knew more than us. He knew his information
better than we did."

"In 'Baffles' you had a better chance than just shaking i

"The lasers gave you a big clue as to where it was

Students participating in this lesson were engaged by the

exploration techniques illustrated and for the most ?art, proved

able to recognize and apply the process of hypothesis testing in

their work with the "Baffles" game
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Our findings in this section indicate that students were

generally able to understand the material presented in each of the

four lessons. Students could discuss the informational content of

the lessons, often employing new vocabulary specific to the

lessons. Students also practiced scientific methods with variable

success.

In light of the results of this section, it appears that

videodisc technology is indeed capable of providing students with

an educational experience in which they can successfully acquire

information through an exploratory, inquiry-oriented process. In

addition, students displayed an ability to further apply the

information and techniques encouraged in the lessons to analogous

situations and problems.

Interestingly, we found that students' willingness to utilize

the interactive options and carefully review material to their

satisfaction tended to cause the lesson sessions to run longer than

anticipated. In several cases students were not able to complete

an entire lesson in the time alotted (30-40 minutes) This

occurred most often during the "Animal Disguises" lesson.

Students' engagement in lesson content and process indicates that

exploratory activities can lend themselves to use on more than one

occasion.

It is important to note here that SEEING THE UNSEEN was not

intended to be used as an independent, instrument of study

Rather, it was intended for use as a supplementary tool, to be

incorporated into a wider context of instruction. Given the

positive educational experiences reported by users when using the

videodisc as a self-contained lesson, we are optimistic about its

use when imbedded in a more comprehensive curricular context
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D The Potential of Different Use Modes

In this section we report on users' experiences in three

different use modes. We observed disc use to find out what

happened during each type of use and later questioned users about

their experiences. In an effort to gain additional insight, we

questioned users about their use mode preferences as well. Through

an understanding of user experiences and preferences we hoped to

shed light on the potential of the various use modes explored.

1. Users' Experiences

We observed students using the system in three different use

modes: individual, pairs, and whole classrooms under teacher

direction. While individual users were afforded the opportunity of

working through the lessons solely under their own direction,

students using the system in either the pair or classroom mode had

to necessarily share their control and participation. The

following sections will describe the experiences of users in each

of the three use modes.

a. Individuals

Individual students appeared to enjoy working with the

videodisc and its lessons. Many students smiled or laughed at

certain sections and often reacted with positive exclamations such

as, "Oh neat!" "That's cool." and "I like that."

In general students were quite successful in using the system

to navigate through the lessons. Some, however, expF-ienced minor

difficulties. These usually Involved understanding the function of

a particular feature or determining what to do in order to continue

in a lesson. The majority of students were able to resolve their

problems without help from the observer, although all students
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asked at least one question. Often, these questions were

ooncentrated at the beginning of the lesson as students

familiarized themselves with the system They asked observers

questions such as "Can I turn it louder?" and "Do I read this?"

All students reacted verbally, to varying degrees, during

their use of the videodisc. One student talked continuously to

himself and the observer throughout the lesson. He also usually

read the directions aloud. Other students tended to occasionally

comment out loud on the lesson content with phrases such as "So, it

eats fish," "Ah, there's the light," and "It's just amazing how

they do that!" Students rarely commented on the system itself

Students' choices about which action box to touch were most

strongly influenced by the built-in organization of the lesson and

the accompanying worksheets. For example, many students pressed

action boxes that would allow them to continue forward through the

lesson in the most direct path.

While individual students' experiences with the disc proved

engaging and suooessful, it would appear that students generally

found the need to converse with another person about what they were

doing.

b. Pairs

These sessions were extremely cooperative experiences,

students were generally agreeable and helpful to one another.

While the amount of interaction between students for the lesson

aotivities differed, all pairs worked together at least some of the

time. This collaboration ranged from lengthy discussions

throughout the lesson about the material presented, to sharing

worksheet responses only after they were filled out System

navigation was also a congenial, shared procedure although it

warranted little discussion from the students

When we began our data analysis, we looked in great detail at

methods of negotiating system use how students decided when to

fi 1
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touch the screen, which action box to touch, and who would touch

it. We discovered that although students occasionally talked among

themselves about tiartse choices, such explicit discussion about

system use was rare.

When negotiation about system use did occur, pairs of students

talked mostly about which action box to touch, especially when it

involved the use of an interactive option: "Do you want to replay)"

"Should we try chart?" In at least one of their lessons, most

pairs talked a few times about specifically when to touch the

screen by asking, "Are you ready?" or by saying, "Wait

One student in each pair was usually the leader in touching

the screen, although this arrangement was never verbally

negotiated. For seven of the nine pairs, one student touched the

screen more often for both lessons. For the remaining two, one

tGuci,c..d more often in one lesson while the other touched more often

in the .second lesson. It is interesting to note that for one of

these pairs, the leader in touching the screen was often being told

what to press by the other student.

Most frequently, students touched the screen and moved forward

in the lesson with no comment at all. Occasionally students would

announce what action box they were about to hit, and, barring

disagreement, they did so. On other occasions, one student would

tell the other what box to hit. In the rare event that one student

did disagree with another, the first student always gave in For

example, if one said, "Wait," the other always agreed. In another

instance, a student hit Redo: his partner did not want to redo the

experiment so they returned to where they were.

How to complete the lessons elicited much more discussion

between the pairs than system use. The amount of discussion for

particular sections depended on the difficulty of the lesson and

the number of accompanying worksheet questions Students generally

discussed their answers before filling out their charts for "Plants

and Light" and for "Animal Disguises For "Edgerton," they
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talked about their worksheets for the "Altered Time" and "Everyday

Events" sections, but had less discussion as they filled out the

"Milk and Water" worksheet. There was little discussion about the

first two sections of "Pauling," probably because there were no

worksheets for those sections. However, "Baffles," the last

section of the lesson, caused considerable discussion as students

determined at every step whether they had hit a baffle, and what

their next moves should be. The "What's Hiding?" game in "Animal

Disguises" also generated a great deal of discussion about where

the camouflaged animals were located.

As was the case with individuals, the built-in organization of

the lessons and accompanying worksheets were the strongest

determinants of system use, although pairs did occasionally replay

something they particularly liked or investigated an action box

simply out of curiosity.

These results indicate that when pairs of students worked on

one videodisc system, the experience was generally cooperative

Much of the responsibility for decision making was shared between

the two students, with each pair negotiatir- an arrangement that

allowed for the involvement of both students. Shared videodisc use

proved to elicit much discussion among users, focusing more on

lesson content than on system use. It would seem that the actual

mechanics of operating the videodisc system posed little problem

for students, who most of the time did not talk about who should

touch the screen. Pairs of students were thus able to manage the

operation of the videodisc system easily, sharing opportunities for

control and participation that resulted in what appeared to be a

successful learning experience for both students

c. Classroom

In all four of the classroom sessions the teacher remained

essentially in charge of the class, determining most of the time

who would touch the screen, when an action box would be touched,
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and which action box should be chosen On several occasions in

every classroom, however, students would make these decisions In

three of the classrooms, both the teacher and the students shared

in touching the screen for one of the lessons. In only one

classroom, however, did the students touch the screen consistently

more than the teacher. This teacher invited students to touch the

screen during both lessons:

"One of the first things I want tc get you people used to is
the idea that this is something that we hope you would feel
comfortable in using. So I'd like to ask, as much as
possible, some of you nearFr to the front to touch the
screen."

The decision about which action box to touch was usually made

under the direction of the teacher. In all but one of the

classrooms the teacher alone usually determined which action box

was touched; in the remaining classroom, the teacher based the

decision on student requests or input. This teaoher advised the

students at the beginning of their first session, "You'll tell me

what you want me to touch."

Teachers took student input for which action box to touch in

several ways. At times, they would ask, "What do you want me to

do?" and "Okay, do you want to see another example?" At other

times, they would act on unsolicited student requests and

suggestions. As classes became increasingly involved in the

lesson, with students enthusiastioally shouting out their

suggestions and answers, three of the four teachers used consensus

or even orgaLized votes to reach a decision about a choice.

Students using the system in the classroom mode were asked in

the interviews (n.13) whether they would prefer the teacher to

decide what to do and where to go in the lesson, or would prefer to

decide themselves. The students were equally divided in their

preferences

Approximately half the students (46%) preferred to decide

themselves. They stressed personal interests and abilities as
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reasons for wanting control over the decision-making process Half

of them felt that they would learn more by being able to spend

additional time on specific sections of their own choosing, while

one-third focused on the ability to do lessons of personal

interest. Finally, one student pointed to the sense of personal

accomplishment afforded by working on the system alone.

"I'd rather decide myself. Because if he decides and he gets

it wrong, then I would think: well, I could have done better,
but if I decided, then I would know that I would get it wrong
I mean, if he gets it right, it's like, so what/ But if I get

it right it means I did something right

Of the students preferring that the teacher decide (46%), some

seemed to feel that the teacher knew more either about the subject

matter (50%) or the system (16%), and should therefore make the

decisions One student explained, "If he [the teacher] knows a

lesson and you ask a question he can answer easily If you pick,

it may be something he doesn't know about." Another student

suggested that the teacher decide because, "I don't know how to

work it, I might mess up the computer." Still another student

preferred that the class decide together, explaining, "We were all

together as a group and should work together."

Classroom students who were not interviewed were asked in

their questionnaires (n=72) whether they would prefer the teacher

to decide what to do and where to go in the lessons or whether they

would prefer to decide themselves. A majority of these students

(79%) explained that they would prefer to decide themselves, while

one-fifth (21%) preferred that the teacher decide

Classroom use of the videodisc system provided fewer

opportunities for students to take advantage of the potential

control and participation offered by the medium. While students

were often actively involved in expressing their opinions and

preferences regarding which action box to chose and where to go in

the lessons, the teacher retained the ultimate responsibility for
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making decisions, which were usually based on a majority vote among

students. Notably, only half of the students interviewed, who used

the system in this mode, recognized its potential for providing a

greater sense of control and a more individually tailored learning

experience. The remaining students appeared to hold to the more

traditional view of the teacher as the classroom authority and were

therefore more willing to relinquish their own control in the

learning experience. Student questionnaire responses provide more

encouraging evidence in support of students' ability to recognize

such videodisc potential.

2. Use of Interactive Options.

We explored in detail the interactive options used by students

aLd teachers in the various use mot We looked at how often they

utilized options in gewiral as well as which users tended to use

particular options. We also explored how often interactive options

were utilized in each of the four lessons. In so doing, we hoped to

gain additional insight into how use modes influenced users'

tendencies to exploit interactive options.

Our results (see Table J) indicate that classroom users tended

to rbs the highest number of interactive options, pairs of students

usec the next highest amount; individuals tended to use the fewest

As previously noted, one pair of students used the interactive

options an unusually high amount of times--43 in one lesson, in an

attempt to find an appealing visual segment. It would seem that

the number of users interacting with the system directly affects

the amount of interactive option use. When more than one person

interacts with the system there are increased oprrtunities for the

kinds of discussion and disagreements which facilitate option use
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Table 3

Interactive option use per lesson

Number of times options used

Individuals

Use Mode

ClassroomPairs

Low- 0 0 0

High- 17 43 16

Mean- 4 6 8

Median- 4 3 9

We also looked at the average (mean) amount of interactive

options used in each of the four lessons accoriing to use mode (see

Table 4). Users in all three use modes utilized interactive

options most frequently during the "Edgerton" lesson. This lesson

was designed to be exploratory in nature, a videodisc design

strategy that seems to encourage a high level of interactivity

For the remaining three lessons, individual and classroom use

averages were similar, with users in both use modes tending to user

interactive options neat most frequently in the "Animal Disguises"

lesson and the "Pauling" lesson, and least frequently in the

"Plants and Light" lesson. Pairs of students, however, used

interaotive options more frequently in the "Plants and Light"

lesson than did students in the other two use modes This finding

might be explained by students' ci 'ifusion regarding the

experimental design and certain visual images in the "Plants and
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Light" lesson Students in the pair use mode were more likely to

attempt to resolve their confusion in this lesson through

discussion and interactive option use. Individual student.? had no

partner with whom to discuss and work out problems and therefore

may have been more likely to simply continue in the lessen

Classroom students were afforded the benefit of a teacher who spent

more time reading and discussing explanatory text screens and/or

provided supplementary explanatory information when confusions

arose

Table 4

lfean number of interactive options used per lesson

Lesson

Individuals

Use Mode

ClassroomPairs

Edgerton 6 7 12

Animal Disguises 5 3 11

Pauling 4 2 8

Plants and Light 3 4 3
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3 Use mode Preferences

When asked in what size group they would like to use the

videodisc system, a majority of students (56%) expressed a

preference for working in pairs. Among the remaining students, 19%

said they would prefer to use the system with small groups of two

or three other students, 16% said they would prefer individual use,

and 9% said they would prefer to use the system with an entire

class (see Table 5)

Table 5

Students' preferred use mode according to actual use mode
(n.43)

Tzdividuals

(n =12)

Actual use mode

Total #Pairs

(n.:8)

Classroom

(n.13) (n=43)

Preferred use mode

Alone 4 1 2 7

With 1 Other- 7 15 2 24

With 2 or 3 Others- 1 2 5 8

With the Class- 0 0 4 4

We found that students' experiences with particular use modes

influenced their preferences (see Table 5) Though the majority of

students favored working with one other person, it was most
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strongly preferred by the pairs This use mode was chosen by most

of the pairs (an), by over half of the individuals (58%), and some

of the classroom students (15%; Although nu students actually

used the system in a small group, this use mode was the second most

popular preference. It was preferred most strongly by students who

used the system in the classroom mode Use of the videodisc alone

or in classroom groups, although not as popular, tended to be

preferred by students who had participated in these particular

modes One-third of the individuals said they would prefer to use

the videodisc alone; in contrast, only one or two students from the

pair and classroom use modes preferred to use the videodisc alone

One-third of the students from classroom groups said they would

prefer using the videodisc with an entire class, in contrast, no

students from the individual or pair use mode said they preferred

to use the videodisc with an entire classroom.

:t would seem that a lack of comparable experiences

influenled, to a degree, user preferences. These findings also

reflect students' relative satisfaction with their experiences,

regardless of use mode.

We also found gender differences regarding the question of

preferred use mode (see Table 6). Although both males and females

preferred using the system in pairs (64% and 48% respectively), a

majority of the students who would prefer to use the system alone

were male. More than one-quarter of the males but only one female

chose individual use. Correspondingly, the majority of students

who would prefer to use the system with two or three others were

female (75%) Perhaps females are indicating a preference for a

more social learning experience. It should be noted, however, that

classroom use was preferred slightly more by males than females
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Table 6

Preferred use mode according to gender

Preferred use mode

(n=43)

Tots: # Female Male

(n=43) (n=22) (n=21)

Alone- 7 1 6

With 1 Other- 24 14 10

With 2 or 3 Others- 8 6 2

With the Class- 4 1 3

Students speculated that using the system with one to three

other students would give them an opportunity to share both

socially and intellectually, while still retaining personal

involvement with and influence over the system use

"If its just me and him, we can joke around but still learn
You can dascuss it with someone else while you're doing it
If its funny, you don't have to laugh with yourself

"Doing it alone is boring because there is no one to say, 'Oh,

nests' to

"It's more fun with another You have two brains instead of

one."

'Definitely with one other student because if you can't answer
a citlestion, or need help, you can both be of service to each

other
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"Because you can go over it with her and him and get their
opinions, too If you're alone, you're confused and it's kind

of a pain."

These comments indicate that students perceive the videodisc

as a tool in an educational experience that should also be fun

Such a perception appears to contribute to students' preference for

using the disc in a mode which would allow them to share and enjoy

the experience with others

Students who indicated a preference for pair and small group

use said they would not like to use the system with as large a

group as the classroom for several reasons they thought this

setting had too much noise and confusion, they would not be able to

go through the lessons as they liked, and they would not learn as

much.

"In the whole class you couldn't get to do things by yourself
as much and it would be hard to see Everybody would be

crowding around the computer

"With a lot of people, everyone wants to do it and you don't
always get a turn."

"With lots of kids, it's hard to concentrate Everyone has

different opinions

"Because sometimes the class doesn't want to go back 'cause I

don't understand it. But with my friends, they'd let me go

back and review it, 'cause they're my friends."

"With a large group, it becomes less of your own answer and
more of everyone else's so you don't learn as much

Seven students, four of whom actually used the system

individually, preferred to do it alone They felt it allowed them

to do exactly what they wanted, that they learned more because they

did all of it themselves, and that with no distractions they could

concentrate better
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"Because you'd get the most benefit out of it With two
people it's split in half and you wouldn't learn as much
because you're not doing it A kid would learn more if (she)
had the opportunity to do it

"Because you learn by yourself You can make your own
decisions

"I'd get more out of it. I'd be the only one concentrating on
it. There would be no distractions

Four students, all from the classroom groups at the city

school, preferred the classroom use mode, each for a different

reason. One student wanted the teacher there to answer questions

Another felt that it was easier to learn with the whole class A

third wanted more students around so there would be more ideas to

discuss. The last student preferred the class as that was the only

method he was familiar with.

When teachers considered the most appropriate use mode for the

videodisc in science education, all said they believed that small

group use (3-4 students) of the lessons would be the most effective

way to use the videodisc lessons for several reasons. The small

screen size made the system more appropriate for small groups of

students rather than whole classroom groups. In addition, teachers

felt that the system provided an opportunity for small groups of

students to discuss concepts and then oarry out research projects

using the lessons as a starting point. One teacher suggested that

small group use of the system "would allow students to build on the

ideas of their peers

7 f;
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Summary

Students in each of the use modes enjoyed using the videodisc

but their experiences differed somewhat depending on use mode

While individuals were able to maintain complete control over and

sole participation in the lessons, they did not have the benefit of

social interaction, which they appeared to desire, given their

efforts toward conversation with observers Classroom students, on

the other hand, were able to utilize the disc in a large social

setting, which ultimately prevented many of them from interacting

with the disc in a direct or meaningful way Pairs of students

achieved the best of both of these use modes, they were afforded

control, participation, and social interaction with a peer

Interactive option use also varied among the use modes and

seems at least partially explainable in terms of the numbers of

users interacting with the system. Classroom groups utilized more

interactive options than students in the other two use modes, while

individuals used the least amount. Although students in all use

modes utilized options to review material, pairs of students were

more likely to use a variety of interactive options to explore or

resolve issues discussed with their partner as well as to

understand the content of the lesson.

A variety of explanations for the pair and small group use

preference might be offered. As previous sections have

highlighted, students clearly appreciate the videodisc's capacity

for affording user control and interaction. Certainly, the pair,

small group, and individual use modes offer students a greater

opportunity to exploit this capacity, thereby making preferences

for these use modes understandable. These preferences are also

supported by the finding that students found videodisc use

interesting and appealing--an experience made even more enjoyable

when shared. Students appeared to prefer an experience that was

social and yet remained intimate enough to allow for sufficient
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interaction with the disc Also, all use mode preferences were

explained by at least some students in terms of the enhanced

educational value afforded in their preferred use mode

Many students indicated a preference for the use mode in which

they actually participated This may be the result of students

having difficulty envisioning the benefits of a use mode beyond the

one of their experience or may point to students' satisfaction with

their own experiences. It seems that pairs and small groups permit

users to exploit the widest range of the videodjsc's attributes

Other use modes, however, clearly present their own advantages for

users, depending upon their individual learning styles and

preferences
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The Teacher's Role In Educational Use of Videodisc

As previously described, four teachers each taught two class

sessions using SEEING THE UNSEEN The teachers were given some

basic guidelines about the lessons prior to use, however, the

instructional approach to using the lessons with students and the

general structuring of the sessions was at the discretion of each

teacher This strategy allowed teachers to find their own, best

way of using the materials Moreover, researchers were able to

observe different instructional approaches at work with large

groups of students

Preparation time for the four teachers ranged from one to four

hours. For two of the teachers, this included becoming familiar

with the use of the videodisc system, understanding the design of

two science lessons, and preparing a plan for using the materials

with students. One teacher had considerable experience with the

lessons before conducting the sessions, having consulted on the

disc's design. One teacher was not completely familiar with the

content of one lesson before conducting the sessions with students

Most teachers reported that they maintained their originally

decided upon plan for using the lessons with students, although

they reported that they found it helpful to "inject information to

expand students' understanding" of the lessons One teacher was

particularly concerned about introducing students to all of the

capabilites of the new technology and help screens at the

beginning," wanting to then "let them decide what to do in

subsequent lessons." This teacher also allowed time for students

to "record data and discuss it both formally and informally," which

she telt to be an excellent strategy for involving that particular

group of learners Two teachers decider to "play it by ear" with

less structured plans and to let the experience "flow in whatever

direction the class went

All four teachers felt that use of the videodisc medium made
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their teaching easier and more exciting Three of the four

teachers felt that their teaching of science was more effective

using videodisc lessons, one was undecided Teacher preparation

time for the use of two videodisc lessons seemed to directly affect

both the quality of the instruction and the responses of individual

teachers to their experiences using the system. As might be

expected, teachers who spent more time familiarizing themselves

with the system reported higher levels of comfort when using the

system with students Likewise, those teachers who reported a more

positive experience using the lessons with students listed slightly

higher ..wels cf preparation time before conducting their class

sessions

1. Methods of Utilization

Detailed observations of each of the classroom sessions

yielded results which illustrated three different methods of

utilization of the technology: a) allowing the videodis.:

presentation to serve, in itself, as the classroom lesson; b) using

the disc as a presentation with limited supplementary information,

and c) incorporating the videodisc presentation as one of several

teaching tools in a teacher designed lesson. Following are brief

descriptions of how each of these methods were employed in

classroom sessions

a Videodisc presentation as lesson

One of the teachers seemed more tentative in his use of the

videodisc than the others. This teacher had spent the least amount

of preparatory time with the system.

During his first classroom session, the atmosphere was quite

informal, as students were gathered around the Alonitor, in chairs,

or sitting on desk tops As the lesson progressed, this atmosphere

developed into one in which students' participation fluctuated
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between loud, enthusiastic involvement and disruptive boredom

Possibly as a result of this experience, the teacher conducted his

second session using the videodisc with a minimum of class

discussion and stressed that he wanted students to work by

themselves and not call out answers to questions

In his first session, the teacher offered a brief introduction

to the lesson content, but said nothing about the technology He

did point out to students that there was no written work and

explained that students should "just watch and sort of participate

mentally." These statements may h, a suggested a certain lack of

seriousness about the activity and certainly underplayed the

iateractive nature of the videodisc The teacher opted to touch

the screen himself for the duration of the lesson. He also read

the instrilotions and directions appearing on the soreen, "for those

in the back." There was a notable lessening of attention as he

read. Occasionally, this teacher did solicit suggestions and

opinions from the students regarding the lesson. A certain core of

students usually responded. In addition, several students offered

suggestions for operating the program when the teacher seemed

confused. These suggestions were readily accepted by the teacher

This teacher's sessions seemed to be very much guided by the

built-in structure of the videodiso lesson. Rather thai

incorporating it into his own lesson plan, this teacher worked

through lessons linearly. In this case, the videodisc was the

lesson. Very little supplementary information was offered to

students and, when it was, it was usually to clarify directions or

choices, not to provide additional material related to content

Videodisc presentation with supplemer'ary information

Two other teachers also seemed to follor, fairly closely, the

structure of the videodisc lesson, but offered considerably more

elaboration on lesson content and the videodisc technology Both

of these teachers provided students with introductions to the
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technology, as well as the lesson's subject matter These teachers

also exhibited a greater degree of comfort with and understanding

of the system and the disc

In a session conducted by one of these teachers, the teacher

offered a basic introduction to the system, highlighting the

touchscreen feature as well as a more comprehensive introduction to

the lesson ("Animal Disguises"), focusing tne students, in this

case, on the classifying nature of the content. She spent

additional time clarifying the direco.ions and read material that

was printed on the screen for the benefit of those with poor

visibility. For the most part, this teacher also worked through

the lessons in a linear fashion, but offered a few elaborations on

the lesson content, such as helping to define what constituted a

"good category." In general, this teaoher spoke very little

throughout the six animal disguise clips, seemingly allowing the

videodisc to reveal the lesson. Even when there was confusion

reg=ding a particular clip, the teacher replayed the clip twice

before offering any supplementary, explanatory information. She

was, however, constantly checking on whether students und?rstood

what was happening and what was expected of them.

o. Videodiso presentation as a teaohing tool

The fourth teacher utilized the system in a manner that proved

markedly different from the other three. This teacher seemed to

incorporate the system as a tool into his own teaching methods,

supplementing the disc material with xerox sheets and his own

anecdotes regarding the subject matter presented Following a disc

presentation, this teacher would often restate the material or

instructions, or further reinforce the material through a brief

question and answer period. Such discussions were often provoked

by a student's expression of confusion. In the cases, the

teacher would initiate a discussion among students regarding what

they had seen on the disc and would offer supplementary information
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in an effort to clarify a concept

Although the students were encouraged to interact with the

system, their interaction was largely controlled and directed by

the teacher, he would call un various students to touch the screen

and guess at answers. He did however, make an effort to encourage

a wide ranee of participation and evea went so far as to rotate

students' seats so that those in the back of the room could move

closer to the system.

In addition, this teacher helped guide students in how ths

should respond to and behave with the syst si He pointed out when

they should concentrate on note tailing and when they should focus

on the video.

The experie.1;:es of the...e teachers suggest that familiarity

with the system and pereonal teaching styles strongly influenced

the manner in which teachers chose to i :orporate the technology

into their classrooms.

2. Teachers' Perceptions of the Videodisc

Teachers appeared to have an understanding of the rotential

of the videodisc as well as ideas regarding their own roles. They

compared the technology with their own rsuai teaching styles and

offered hypotheses about their roles when utilizing the disc

In discussing the use of videodisc lessons for instruction,

teachers comparatively assessed the differences from and

similarities to their lel styles of soien(J instruction They

noted that the videodisc was similar in offering many interactive

activities and sh.ring of ideas between teacher and students,

requiring students to respond to questions, and providing feedback

about the responses. One teacher mentioned that the videodisc

"repeated itself many times over," just as he said he does in

teaching -cience. Another reported that his usual teaching style

requires that stuaent, read aloud, as did the videodisc lessons
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used in his classroom The same teacher also noticed that using

the videodisc lessons was similar to his classroom style because it

w, s easy to allow time both for discussion of concepts and for

questions and answers during the lessons

The technical quality of "unique" video sequences was cited as

a departure from what classroom teachers can provide Even with

the visual support provided by the lessons, however, teachers felt

that the feedback to students' responses was sometimes limited to

being "either right or wrong," rather than giving students clues as

to whether "an answer was way off base or very close

Teachers also coramented on their perceptions of the teacher's

role when using the videodisc in an educational setting While

teachers only had direct experience using the videodisc with a

whole olassroom group, they hypothesized about the teaoher's role

when using the disc with individuals or pairs of students.

All four teachers envisioned similar roles for a teacher using

the videodisc lessons with entire classrooms. They said that the

teacher would be most effective as a "lesson leader" or "pace

setter," who directed student use of the system. On the her

hand, opinions differed regarding the teacher's role when using the

videodisc with individuals or pairs of students. One teacher felt

the teaoher's role should be as a "resource person" who introduces

a lesson and has students proceed on their own through the

material. Another respondent suggested the teacher's role should

be as a "prompter" for lower-level students as they used the

material. Another saw the need for the teacher as a "faoilitator,'

1.romoting questions and answers during ,he lessons This would

"cause students to wonder" by presenting similar situations (using

other examples of the scientific process) as they worked through a

videodisc lesson. One teacher's description of a successful use of

the lessons by smaller groups of students included the teacher's

ability Lo "set the material in a larger context" for students As

the previous discussion illustrated, teachers appeared to have an
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understanding of the potential of the videodisc as well as ideas

regarding their own roles even when they aid not behave in

accordance with these beliefs

3 Summary.

Teachers appeared to appreciate the videodisc as an effective

tool for teaching and learning. While their discussions, for the

most part, indicated that they perceived the teacher's role in

utilizing the disc as one of a guide or facilitator, their

abilities to behave in this manner seemed somewhat limatea; for

the most part, teachers remained essentially in charge of the

operation of the disc and the flow of the lesson. This may be due,

in part, to a laok of expezienoe and familiarity with the

technology which led teachers to resort to their customary teaching

methods. In considering teachers' utilization of the videodisc, it

is important to keep in mind that they re:eived minimal training

with the videodisc teohnology and the videodisc lessons. We

realized that more attention toward teacher training would have

served to enhance their abilities to creatively incorporate disc

use into their own most effective teaching strategies

While students in all of the classrooms proved to be generally

involved in the lessons, regardless of the teacher's method of

utilization, much of what is unique about the videodisc was not

fully realized when the teacher maintained control over the

teohnology Effective methods of utilization of a videodisc in a

teacher directed classroom situation need to be investigated
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Through a review of the literature wb identified five key

issues related to the educational application of videodisc

technology Our study of SEEING THE UNSEEN confirms that

interactivity and user control, high quality visuals, pedagogical

orientation, use mode, and the roles played by teachers are

critical factors in exploiting the uniaue promise of this

technology as an educational tool.

The interactive and visual nature of the medium proved to be

the most salient and appreciated aspect of the technology

Students and teachers alike defined the technology (based on

experience with our disc alone) as both participatory and

illustrative. For students, these features set videodisc

technology apart from other educational media and teaching

techniques (e.g., books, television, computers, classroom lecture

and discussion) and led them to conclude that videodiscs foster

more effective and engaging learning experiences. Students

repeatedly credited the visuals as making videodisc use interesting

and fuu.

Students' enthusiasm for and ease with SEEING THE UNSEEN may

be related, in part, to their experiences with other media

Educational technologies, such as films and computers, were

familiar but still special z.o students in the study The presence

of the videodisc system signaled a break In classroom routine that

generated excitement Knowledge of the conventions of television

shows, computer software, and even video games (e g , documentary

narration, menus, varying levels of difficulty) may also have given

students the know-how and confidence to approach the videodisc

system without apprehension and adapt to it quickly While au

student had played a videodisc before, nearly all were able to use
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the system readily and quickly solve problems with disc activities

without the assistance of an observer

The ways students took advantage of the medium, .ncluding

their use of various options, and their post-use level of

comprehension indicate that a microenvironment designed to promote

inquiry learning of science information and concepts can be

successfully created on videodiscs. Indeed, compelling visual

images, interactivity, and an exploratory approach proved to be a

powerful combination which captured and retained the interest of

students Students working alone or in pairs enjoyed actively

working out problems because they csiuld control the order and pace

of information presented and gain access to material as desired

Once involved, these students never gave up on a problem and if

they had not completed an activity by the end of a 45-minute

session, they wanted to continue

Clear and elucidating visuals and a high degree of

interactivity are necessary to promote discovery learning, the

pedagogical orientation embedded in SEEING THE UNSEEN The disc

also showed us, however, that a discovery approach is easier to

concere than to implement, especially with a retrofit design

strategy. For students to be discoverers--for them to cake on the

roles of investigators and use new information to reach meaningful

conclusions--they must not only be allowed to explore but they must

also be able to make sense of what they are exploring Relatively

structured navigational aid and content guidance must be carefully

balanced with flexibility in user control and choice Moreover,

visual images must always be unambiguous--students cannot be

expected to investigate visual data if they cannot see it or

understand it We found that when the visual images were unclear,

as in certain "Plants and Light" segments, students became

frustrated =n their attempts to gain information and their

comprehension of the activity was impaired

Given their recognition of the advantages of interactivity and
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high quality visuals, it Is not surprising that most students said

they would prefer not to use the disc in a classroom Classroom

groups restricted personal involvement--there were too many

students demanding varying options, the teacher usually determined

direction and path, and the screen was too small for everyone to

view the video images or read text Those students who were able

to maintain a high degree of involvement were forced into

competitive interactions in which they had to shout out their

answers, opinions, ana requests, many of which were not addressed

Students did, however, consider the social context of disc use

to be very important. While most recognized the problems inherent

in large group use, they also said they would prefer not to use the

disc alone. They perceived pairs or small groups as the best use

mode Apparently students felt that in pairs and small groups they

could exploit a wide range of videodisc characteristics,

particularly control and participation, while benefiting from the

manageable and interesting input of just one or two other people

Interestingly, female students showed a greater appreciation for

the benefits of pair and small group use than males. It may be

that girls generally prefer a more social and intimate learning

situation.

It must be noted that many students said they preferred the

use mode that they had experienced as part of the study The fact

that students in each use mode reported enriching experiences

suggests that the technology can be successfully utilized in a

variety of settings

The design of SEEING THE UNSEEN may also have influenced

students' use mode preferences. As a design sampler intended to

encourage discovery learning through various forms of interaction,

the disc may be less suited to Jarge group use The explorations

encouraged by disc activities are more effectively accomplished by

small groups of learners We therefore hypothesize that specific

videodisc designs may be more appropriate to certain use modes
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While an inquiry-oriented disc may be ideal for small groups of

learners working independently, an archival disc may prove ideal

for whole classes working under the direction of a teacher

Further research is needed to determine the effectiveness of

different videodisc designs for particular learning settings,

teaching strategies, and instructional goals.

Another area requiring further exploration is the role played

by teachers when videodiscs are used in schools Students'

acceptance and appreciation of the control afforded them by the

videodisc suggests that teaohers should provide opportunities for

exploiting this advantage, either directly or indirectly.

When discs are used by pairs or small groups, teachers' roles

are almost always indirect Teachers usually introduce and

follow-up on the aotivity by providing a curricular context for

out-of-classroom use. This role is analogous to that fostered by

computer use in a media lab. It is the classroom role that remains

uncertain. While teachers in the study recognized that their most

effective role might be as guide rather than direotor, several had

difficulty assuming this role. Some allowed students to i.iteract

freely with the disc, others took complete control of disc

operation. None of the teachers fully exploited the disc's inquiry

approach.

The answer may lie both in designing discs that suit existing

teaching styles and settings, and in teaching teachers how to take

advantage of the new technology Teacher training that explains

the potentials and constraints of the medium and reviews the

content of an individual disc could lead to more effective uses of

the technology. Experimental lesson plans, which show teachers how

to incorporate specific videodiscs into existing curricula, might

be developed and tested In addition, examining teaching modals

that work with other educational technologies might suggest new

ways to use videodiscs in the classroo_

In conclusion, this study supports the promise of videodisc
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technology for educational use The medium appears to provide

students with unrealized opportunities for taking control of their

own learning in an educational experience that is interesting,

social, and fun The significance of the technology to classroom

teachers is less clear Future research will explore the place of

videodiscs in the nation's classrooms
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CLASSWiz:77EN
STUDENT DUESTIONNAIFF

DISGUISLS DO ANIMALS LSE
HOW DOES LIGHT AFFECT FLANT'

Now that 41misned. we'd lie to knr,v4 what yoLt thought
about the :.n--craCtive videodisc sy.tem c.-72 thE lessons. :lease
4111 oun .stionnaire durind the rem.inlhd class time.
Thant ;:u.

Grade Ade Date

1 at id you 11;.... m=n nhe =,,=ten

Whet did )'Cu lie least about the vicJeodis: system and the
lessons"'



STUDENT OUESTIONNAIRE F. .2 CLASS-WkITTEN

:a. How was _earning in claF, on the vidoc.,Iso system the same

as what you ,_a.Lally do in class'

b. How was learnino in class on the videodisc system diferert
from what you usually do in class'

4a. How would you most li[e to use this videodisc system'

(CHECt ONE.)

,= classroom.with tk whwhsle lassroom. taught by the teacher. 1e you
did today

alone

with one other student

with two or three other students

b. Why'

I



STUDENT OUESTIONNAIEE F WRITTEN

5a. Was there any tim= -yr-,._: woL'lt hzsvc madc z' ni++sr=rt n'nnin=
than the teacher did about where tn do and wroz...t to do in t!--..

lesson' (r:J.7CK ONE.)

V,-C.7

No

b. If yes. what was it'

6a. Would you rather have the teacher decide what to do and
where to yo in tne lesson. or would you rather decide yourself''

(CHEC1 ONE.)

I'd rather have the teacher decide.

I'd rather decide my==l+.

b. Why7

7. Do you third it would be easy or hard to use the videccllsc
system by your self (CHECF ONE.

Harz,

9S



STUDENT OUEc777,JN.=,IP E P. 4 CLASS WRIT _'1

ea. How clear were the d:rections for doing the lesen='

The directions were always clear.

Sometimes I didn't understand the directiers.

b. If there were any directions YOU didn't understand. w-,at were
they

9. How much did you lire each of these features of the
videodisc system.' (CHECF ONE BOX FOR EACH FEATURE.>

FEATPREE:

a. Watzhina the video sections

b. Listening fn = yoke on the
system

c. Readind words on the screen
(or having_ the teacher read
them)

d. Being able to choose what
to do and where to go in the
lesson by using pause. repla/.
go ahead. etc.

e. Learning about acmet!-1-ib
new

Very Some- Not
Much what Very

Muer:



STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE P. 5 CLASS RITTF

lfDa. How well did You understand the lesson "What disgu:=m=
animals use'"' (CHEOF ONE.)

Very well

Frettv well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from that lesson that you didn't snow
before'

lla. How well did you underst=rd the lmsson "How does 1. -ht
affect plant "^ (CHEOr ONE. )

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from that lesson the: you didn't 1-T-ThLw
before'



STUDENT CLESTF2NN.:,':FE P. to CLASS-W;rITTEN

Whicn lesson did you lie better" (CHECi ONE.

What disdulses do animals use-'

How co=.= light a-f-iect plants'

t. Whv

17. Please wrioe any other oomments you have alic,..lt
videodisc system and the lessons.



STUDENT DUE-S-I:;NNAIS

HOW DO SOINTISTc cTUDY THINGS THT' CAN"- EEE
WHAT HAFFE'IS WHEN TIME IE ALTEFED-

Now that you've fin:=Med. we'd liP to Fr .ow wmat /ou tho-,t
about the imteracti%e videodisc system and tne lessons. Flease
fill out this questionnaire during the remaining class time.
Thank you.

Gr.ade_

Girl

Age Date

or Boy Teacher

1. What did ou 1:= mh,=- ---hot the 1L- ='- =y=tET t7. t-=
lessons'

2. What did you 111.e lea,---t about the vicod:=c =v=tPm ,2.n-4 4-n,=,

lessons-

4.



STUDENT OUESTI7NnrIIFE F -,_ CLA74=-Wzi-7.7N

Th. How was learnino in class cn the vldec:.'isc system tne =me
as what you ........,:lly do in class"'

b. How was learnind in class cn the s.,1=cdi=f- =vs-am H:".='-='-d-

-from what ,,o...! ,.Jsually dc ln c1 ass'

!

4a. How would ycu most lije t: use this videcdisr. =/=teir.-
CHECK ONE.)

-__ .zwith *_he wncl clarcom. +sugh+ ty the teach-'r. lie vbu
did today

alone

with one other =turint-

two wo c... three oth=r =students
-

b. Why"



STUDENT P. 7 WRITTEN

5a. Was thfmr= time you would have mace a dii-4-rt
than tne did about where to co aria what to do im the
lesson"

NJ 0

b. If yes. what was :t'

6a. Would you rather have the teacher decide what to do =tmo
where to go in the lesson, or would xou rather c.4,-Id= youroelf-
(CHECF ONE.)

b. Why

I'd rather have teacher dec:H;=.

I'd rather cecide mvsell=.

7. Do you thinic it would be esy cr hard to use t",e
system ty yc r =el (D-Fr! ONE.

Hard



. STUDENT C2ESTIONNAIRP P. 4 CLASS wFITTEN

How clear were the dl. mc74-inn= 4:mr rIn1,-1,-, -1-le 1=cannc-

The directions were always clear.

Eullitimes I didn't understand the directions.

b. If there were any directions YOU didn't uncersta mL2. writ were
they

9. How much Old YOU lii.'e each of these features o+ the
videodisc system? (CHECF ONE ROX FOR EACH FEATURE.)

Very Some- Not
Much what Very

Much
FEATURES:

a't Watcrina the video sections

b. Listening to a voice on the
=ystem

c. Re ding words on the screen
(or haying the teacher reed
them)

d. Being able to choose what
to do and where to go in the
lesson ,-,,y usima pause, replay.
go ahead. etc.

e. Learhina about something
rew



STUDENT OUr-77-TrIl: CLAES-WFITTEN

10=4 knw tw=11 Hirl vnu wIri=ral-Anr, -1-np. 1p.==nn "Hnw nn =r1e.ncic.t=

study thin tne, can't see-'"' (CHEOr ONE.)

Very well

r.retty well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from that lesson that vou didn't crow
before'

lla. How well did you understand the lesson "What haodens when
time is mltc.rr,'"' (CH ONE.)

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from that le s=on that y..7,,u didn't 4nc p,,,

be-Form-'

1' G



STUDENT DIJs-71-InNrJ.2.IFz' P. 5 CLASS -WPITTEN

1°-,A, Which le= =an did you lie better"' (CHEC} ONE.)

_____ H.7. do scientists study thins they can't =,,---,

_____ Whet happens when time is altered'

b. Whv

13. Please write arty other comments you hare' about the
videodisc system and the les=ons.



CLASS USE I--=-nn:11-7': f/2'86

STUDENT OUESTIONNAIFE

INTERVIELL4EF SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

TEACHER

LESSONS COMP' RTr--D: AD AND F7:,1._ ____ EDGER AND FAUL____

Now that you've finished. I'd lie to asJ you a few questions
about what OU thoucht about the interactive videodisc system you
used and tne lessons you took.

START TIME

AGE GRADE

1. If someone as[ed you what the videodisc was 12Je, and what
you did in the lessons. what would you tell themn

2. What did you li[e most about the videodisc system and the
lessons'

What did you liLe lsast bout the videodisc system end the
lessons-'



STUDENT DUFSTIONNAIRE F.2

4. There are different ways of learning about something. How

do you think learning on the videodisc s;stem is the same as or
different from learning from TV or a movie' [PROBE FOR BOTH

SIMILARITIFS AND DIFFERENCES.]

5. How do you think learning on the videodisc s/stem is the same

as or different from learning on a computer' ERDBE FOR BOTH

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES.]

6_ How do you thin[ learning on the videodisc system is the same

as or different from learning from a book " [PROBE FOP BOTH

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES.]

7. How do you think learning on the videodisc system is the same

as or different from learning in a classroom' EPROBE FOR BOTH

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES.]



STUDENT OUE ^T T nr,N IRE P.:

ea. How was learning on the videodisc system the same as whet
you usually :::., In class'

b. How was it different from what you usually do in class'

9a. How would you most like to use this videodisc system:

___wi th the whole clssroom. taught by the teacher. lie you
did today

__alone
___with one other student

with two or three other students

t. Wh,,"

10. Was thers any time you would have made a different choice
than the teacher did about where to go and what to do in the
lesson" Where^

110



STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE P.4

li. Would you rather have thr t7iachet- decid;-, what to do :and
where to t74.7 .n the lesson. or would you rather decide yourself^

Why-

12. Do you think it would be easy or hard to use the yidodisc
system by yourself' CDO NOT PROBE FOR THIS ONE.]

17. How clear were the directions for doing the lessons'
[PROSE FOP SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONFUSION. IF APPLICABLE.7



STUDENT OJESTIONNAIRE F'..J

14. How much cid you lie each of these features of the
videodisc system"

Very :ome- Not
Much what Verr

Much

a. Watching the video sections

b. Listening_ to a voice on the
system

c. Readino words on the screen
yourself (or having the teacher
read them)

d. Beino able to choose what
to do and where to go in the
lesson by using pause. replay.
go ahead. etc.

e. Learning_ about somethino
new

15. Which lesson did vou 111.e better"' Why'



STUDENT DUESTIONNAIRE P. 6 IN-Pc'F=,"CN

1A. Whet r4^"

(When scieht:sts go to wor. what do they spend their day
doing')

(Can you think of any scientists' Ph at do you thihE They
do?)

17. How do you think what you die rpn the videodisc system is the
same as or different from what a scientist do=- s in re,41 life"

18. Have you ever used s computer before' CA Wheh/where3

19. What is your most favorita, subject in school' CALL
SUBJECTS COUNT. INCLUDING GYM AND ART3



STUDENT CIYETT,"" F. 7 IN-FERSON

20. What is ,lur least favorite =subject in school^
SUBJECTS ::. _:-."7:__JDING GYM AND AT

21. Is there anything else you would lie to say about the
videodisc system and the lessons''

END TIME

TOTAL TIME



pet, r_C-

STUDENT DUESTIONNAIPE

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIvIDUAL FAIR CLASS

LESSONS COMPLETED: AD AND F&L EDGER AND PAUL__

Now that you've finished. I'd lile tc asi you a +e.. questions
about what you thought about the inter,F..ctive videodisc system you
used and the lessons you took.

START TIME

AGE GRADE

1. If someone ased you what the videodisc was We. and what
you did in the lessons, what would you tell them"

2. Whet did you like most about the videodisc system and the
Iesons"

Z. What did you lie least about the videodisc system and the

lessons"



STUDENT nUESTIONNAIRc P.2

4. There are different ways of learning =toout sometninc. How
do you think learning on the videodisc system is the are as hr
different from le=trnino from TV or a movie' CFRCEE FCR E'TH

SIMILAFITI cS AND DIFFERENCES.

5. How do ou thin[ learnin; on the videndico =,='-=m 1= the ===
as or di.ffer=n' ir7m 1=arning on = comoul-=r' :FF'Cc c7F r",:-7'-

SI:'ILARITIc3 AND DIFFERENCE: 3

e. How do you think learning on the videodisc system is the same

as or different from 1==rning from a bool.^ CFROBF FOR BOTH

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFcRFNI"FS.3

7. How do you think learning on the videodisc system is the same

as or di rent from learnino ,n a classroom' :PROBE FfiF :50TH

SIr!ILARITIES .,ND DIFFERENCES.]



STUDENT DUEETTrINN,:.TRE P.:

G. How wcul.: ,ou most life to use this videcdi.=z sy=tPm:

__alone LAS APPROPFIATE: 111-e vOu did 3

___with one other student E4S APPROPRIATE: lie you OlO]
vat:-i L or three other students
or with tne whole classroom. taught t: th:?. te-,..on,..,-

Why-'

. How easy or hard was It for you to use the videodisc =vs+,=--m7

[DO NOT PROBE FOR THIS ONE.3

10. Did ,'OL always 1.now where ou were in the dill= and how to

get to the net place or were there any places you were cs,..fused-

11. Did you understand what all the bo,:es iou touched on the

bottom of the scresn meant. or were any of them unclear-



STUDENT LTI E. 4

1'. P n.".K F4T7EF.N.7 not iced you re:er
APPROFRI.,:7": PAJG,Z 7:3pley/Thoudtsi^^ ^^'Fedo:. ,Jhy"

(What do v,:u they meant' What would have meto tneir
meaning mo--e c-__=,ar to you')

1. Were /-71,-z co,ng the '===on= d

vi,4cznril=c ==t=m cl==r 4-m you. r werF. them- :ou
understand'

14. When you were usino the videodisc. did you li=
screen very much. somewhat. or not very much'

15. When you were usino the vIdeodisc, you col_
wanted to do by using pause. replay. do ahead,
that ve aolnewhat. or not very much"

115
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STUDENT nUr-=-T-Intdm4aTPP

16. What co you think scientists do-
(When Q0 to wor, what do they spend their de,

doing')
(Can yr_"A_t thin of any scientists Why =,+- no YOU tklnk

do-')

17. How do YOU think what you did on the videodisc sistem is the

same as or different from what a scientist does in reel life-.

18. Have you ever used a computer before EX When where]

19. What is your most favorite subject in school? CALL
SUBJECTS COUNT. INCLUDING GYM AND ART]



4

STUDENT DUESTInNNAFIE P.6

:o. Whet is vour 4a,,orlte in =chocl
',UBJErTS INCIL2E:N5 AND ART]

IS ',:ere eny-thin: else you would 111-g3 fo say'

END TIME

TOTAL TIME



;13,15p C / 5 ,

ANIMAL DISGUISES

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDLJA!_ PAIR (PARTNEP CLASS

Ar.r.
Imo= GFADE

NOW +hat It)titUC

I'd 10e to ask you some questions about the lssson you cid.

START TIME

1. Whet do vou think thi= lesson was about'

2. Let's talk about the chart you did. What was the first
datedory you made? (Cam you describe it to me')

nest,. -ibe vou second catedory to me. how is it different from
your first cateocrv'



ANIMAL DISGUISES R.2

4. CIF AFFROFRIATE.] Describe your third catedcry to me. How
is it diffe-ent -from your first and second catedories"

[IF STUDENT DID LILII MAIE ANIMAL DISGUISES CPTEGORIRc.] If

yd..: had to catedcride the animals according tt what disduises
they used. how wo_ild you do it' EAFTER THEY MENTION CA7-17,nRI.
ASK WHICH ANIMALS FROM LIST WOULD FIT INTO EACH CATEGORY.]

.*,.. a. CIF APPROPRIATE.] While volt were watching the first si::
clips. did any animals seem to fit into more than one catedory-
Which one(s) and how

b. Whet of]d ,,,:-.! do -7-locut lt'

1 )49. 4,

.1



ANIMAL DISGUISES P.3

7. Why do you think we had you make categories-

2. Why is It useful to put things into catepories-

9. Why might it be a good idea to write down your categories on

a chart?

0. Let's say you were going to write a paper about what the

animals in your neighborhood eat. How would you or-danipe what

you found out about all the foods the animals ,,te?



ANIMAL DISGUISES F.4

11 a. How well did you understand this lesson?

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from this lesson that you didn't [now
before'.'

END TIME

TOTAL TIME

121



MI

...

C-gasS tier-S%

PLANTS HND LIGHT

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDUmL PAIR ___(PARTNER ) CLASS

AGE liRADE

Now that YOU'VE finished this lesson. I'd liFe to asJ VOL' _DM_

questions about what .oU .did.

START TIME

1. What was this le=on about'

2. Remember the e,'Periment when you touched the son on diffarent

parts of the sqreen'' Tell me eh.nut that e:pPriment. (What did

ycu 1 g.arn')CAJOTE thitirtiiEZ 5rt.4 DENT LOOK.rD AT Cri AZ-ra

In the second e,:periment you looked at plants in different

colors of l ioht. Tell me about toat e"periment. (What did vc,..:

) c610TE WHETHER. 5 'NOW [DOLED kiT othtn
ima-irri-'

1 0 :-
4 ...,)



PLANTS AN:1) ...I3HT P. 2
Ae4. In the third e:periment you loo[ed at,shoots in light. Tell

me about that experiment. (What did you learn'CNOTecooirkEC 5TIADEAIT

LzoiceD AT ottZTJ

C
V Why do YOU think we used two shc7.ts and not just one for
these experiment,17

Lt. How did YOU figure out the answers for the prediction
questions, (Do you see any wa in which the prediction questions
were related to the e;:perimentsT)

7. We've just loc4e' at the effect of light on plants. Hoy:

coLid you study the effect of water on plants-.

126



PLANTS AND LIGHT F.3

g a. How well did YOU understand this lesson>

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

b. What did you learn from thix lesson that you didn't inow
before'-'

END TIME

TOTAL TIME



5/ 5 c;

EDGERTON

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDEN1 DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDUAL FAIF (FARTNER

AGE GRADE

/ass

CLASS

Now that you've finished this lesson. I'd like to aeJ you some
questions aicut it.

START TIME

1. What was this lesson about'

2. The events you Just saw were filmed usina either nigh speed
or time lapse techniques. Can you tell me what it means to film
something usiro high speed techniques'

3. Can you tell me what it means to film somethino using time
lapse techniques-

19('

rs



EDGEFTON F.2

4. Cr a you th,i-A- of =omthinc that happens +co fa =t for you to

see very weil? EPPOFS FOP ONLY TWO EXAMPLES.)

S. You mentioned [EXAMPLEE3. Pick one of those and tell me how

y,-,..., ,-,....1H =.*.ud% tn=tt.

6. What would vou see that you couldn't see before'

. Can you thimi. of sometlng that happens too slow for yOU to

see very well:7 [PROBE FOR ONLY TWO EXAMPLES.)



m-n74PRTMN P,-4

B. You mentioned :::YAMPf .F,J. Fici one c= tncse and tell me how

you could stun 3 It.

C. Whet would you see that you couldn't see be -fore"'

10. Why would someone want to study something using nigh soeed

or time lapse techniques'

I1a. How well did you understand this lesson?

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

130



b. What :4,-.,:: you 1Earn from this lesson that you didn't 1.now
before?



5121, C14.ss L"ers,e-yi

F'AULING

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDUAL PAIR ___(FARTNEF ) CLAES

AGE GRADE

N'eteilltilt lOtt'lle -1.1i5Yled,

I'd like to asl You some Questions about the lesson ',' oic.

START TIME

1. What do vou thinl this lesson was tout-'

2. What steps did Dr. Raulind tale to solve the problem of w!-et
was in the box,

7. Is his wav of solvind the problem like guessing or not



FAULING P.2

4. Did D. PaulIng have a plah of how to solve the
What wac it?

What did you thi7k was in the box- How did yOu 1.1z,trP

out,

'

5. In the Baffles game. how did .0L: CO aDOut *fiCurinc cut whe:-s
the baffle= wrzre placed?

. How is doino Baffles the same as or different from how Dr.
Faullnd out what was in the bo::

I :3.1



PAULING .3

La. How well Old you understand this lesson?

Very well

Pretty well

Not very well

b. What dld you learn 4rcm this lesson that you didn't ric-,v4

before'

END TIME

TOTAL TIME

13.1

1

3



10D
L7r et4-4--ead

Pt/

PLANTS AND LIGHT

INTERVIEWEE, SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDUAL FAIR ___(FAPTNER ) CLASS

AGE GRADE

Now that you've 'finished this lesson, I'd 11[e to as[ you some

questions atolft whet you

START TIME

1. What NA= this 1===on atout'

2. Remember the e.(beriment when you touched the sun on off rent
oarts of the screen'. Tell me about that e'zperiment. (LO-t t did

you 1 earn-)r,k;OTE upirrHEz tTuDEAJT LOOKED AT 0-141kl]

In the second e.:periment you looted at plants in different

colors of lioht. Tell me about that e;:periment. (Whet did you
GgcTE wkETNER. TuceAT 1.060t. ED ATCANM1 P 1-1rn')



I

PLANTS AND LIGHT P. 2 A

4. In the third eperimPnt volt loci, ed at,hoots in light. Tell

me about that svm=r,Ment. (Whet did you learn')CAJOTEoriENEZ STLA.OW

LODIGM AT CA AZT]

5. Whv do you 1-inl- we used two shoots and not just one for

these e':periments"

6. Haw did you figure out the answers for the prediction

questions" (Do you see any way in which the prediction questions
were related to the e::periments")

7. We've just lool.ed at the effect of light on plants. How

could you st_dv the effect of water on plants'

I :3 t;



4

PLANTS AND LIE.! -'T F.3

B. What did you learn from this lesson that you dicn't [no
before'

ENE TIME

TOTAL TIME

i 3 'i



0 ?a, r5

EDSF_RTON

INTERYIR SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: IND:VIEUAL PAIR (PARTNER ) CLASS

AGE GRADE

Now that vou've -finished this lesson. I'd 111-e *o aa., you EDME

questions about it.

START TIME

1. What was this lesson about'

C. The events >ou lust saw were filmed using. either high soesi

or time lapse techniques. Can you tell me what it means tc -ilm

something us:no h7qh speed techniques'

Can vou tall me what it means to film somethin .tsing t:me

lapse techniques'

1 3



EDGERTON P.2

4. Can ycJLL :.n_n of something that happens too -fast for you to
see very tr":"R7EE FOP ONLY TWO EXAMPLES.]

5. You mentioned 1:7;,AMP Fic one of those and tell me how
you =ould stud`. that.

6. What would you ..4e,= that you couldn't see before'

Can you thirJ of =smething that happ s too slow for
see very well" CFROSE FOR ONLY TWO EXAMPLES.]



EDGERTON P.3

S. YOJ rEY:21MPLES]. Pic one of those and tell me hdw
yOU could it.

What would you se=1 that you 7..ouldn't see before'

10. Why would =r1mesn= wan4 to study something using hidh soeed

or ' lapse techniques"

11. What did YOU learn fr.--,m thi lesson that you didn't I.no

before'

END TIME TOTAL TIME

flu



l,`"7 at,Li

Par r3

ANIMAL DISGUISES

I NTERV I EWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODE: INDIVIDUAL FAIR (FARTNER ) CLASS

AGE GRADE

you'ucfarlei
I'd life to as some ci-testions about _le IssEon you dic.

=TART TIME

I. What do you thin this I=.Eson was about'

2. Let's talk about the chart you did. What was the
catecory you made, (Can you describe it to me')

7. Describe you second category to me. How is it Cifzerent from
your first cate,.tory7'



ANIMAL DiSGuTES P.2

4. CIF A',')-7'D?Rrr;'.E.] Descr:te vour tn.rd cat=.00ry to me. How

is it dixzcrcni 4rocn vour -first and secand cateocries"

E. CIF STUDENT DID rL1: MAI E ANIMAL DISGUISES CATEGnPIF:=.] 1+

Nau had to cats-o!-ice the animals acccrdiho tr, what die
thev Lt5ied, hnw would vpu do it' rAFTER T1 -1E`{ MENTION ,1"A7F17IF,

AS/ WHICH ANIMALS FROM LIST WOULD FIT INTO EACH CATEGOF'1.]

CIF AF:=ROflRIATE.3 While vou vJr- w...itchir.a the :re t El::

clips. did any animals seem to fit into morn than one cateop,

Which ones, and how"

b. What did ,c7,u do ,14.bcut :t-

1 4 9A.,



ANIMA! DISGuI2.E5 P.:

7 Why do you th :nE we had you ma!e categcri,,,s'

Cs Why is it useful to put things into categr,rie='

9. Why might it be a 000d ides to write down your categories on
a chart,

1(.1. Let's say you were going to write a paper about what the
animals in your melohborhood eat. How would you organize w)at
you found out about all the foods the animals ate,



ANIMAL nIcf;uIcr----c P. 4

11. Whxtt d:-4 you '-==.0-n -rom this 1,===on t'a..t ;.1-_1 dion't -mcw
before?

END TIME

TOTAL TIME

1 4 i



0.4...(,..4-1

PAULINE:,

INTERVIEWER SCHOOL

STUDENT DATE

USE MODP: INDIVIDUAL FAIR ___(FARTNER ) CLASS

AGE GRADE
m

N.4.4 4110,1 1M,1

,

VC 1pM5VICZ;

I'd 11 e to ash YOU some questions about the lesson you dic.

START TIME

What- co volt i-hirJ this lea,son was 2to._117.'

2. What s:eps did Dr. P=tulinq tit= to sole the problem of h=t

was in the bco::''

Is his of =oliing the b-oblem lie buessinc or mo2 '



F'AUI ING P. 2

4. Did nr. F=tu'Irg n-mkt,,,- a bla- c+ how =Iv.=, th= or-1-=-.m,

What was it?

5. Whit did you *hink was in the box? How did you i'ioure tnat
out?

5. In the Ba-FC1,== d=..m, how did 'iou do about iourihd out where
4-!-,= bllf-Fle= h=rP p c.lad-'

7. Now is doinc Da44,1,=s the safr= as or ci4-1,erent -..--otT, n,7 :'-'

Paullng i=idured out wnat was in the bo::-

1 .1 C

t



PAULING P.2

S. Whzt -""4 vc._L t!nls J7, 7,t

before'

END TIME

TOTAL TIME



TEACHER
5/?/iF6

SEEING THE UNSEEN

NAME

GRADE(S) TAUGHT

SUBJECT (S? TAUGHT

LATE

NUM ER OF YEAR': IN TFACHIN17.. FIELD

NUME.,ER OF YEARS TEACHING SCIENCE

PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 1 22 IN REFEFENCE TO THE WO

LESSONS YOU TAUGHT IN THE CLASSROOM. FEEL FFEE TO MAF E

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE REMAINING TWO LESSONS IN QUESTION

la. What do you sea aS the major =,tr=noth=1 for clas=rzcm use

di' each Qt the two videodisc 1===,-.r= you t=cht"

b. What to c'_! =e= as the major weaY for classr:)cm IJse

each Gt the two videodisc lessons yr-A tauct"7.



t

P. 2

2. Now much time did you Emend in preparation for teacind these

lessons, (r1 Erie include the amount of time you spent neccmihg
familiar with the lessons. as well as in planninc the
presentation.)

Now did you plan, to carry out the lesson- Did icu carry o,.....t

the lesson as yOU has planned or did you do anythin; diff.zre-'-1,-

If you mace any zhances. describe what rLU d:d differently and

why.

4. is there anytninc that happened in the class that was

different from what yOU e::peoted'



p. 3

5a. If you were to teach these two lessons over aoain. in
what ways would you teach them the same'

h. In what ways would you teach them ,-"iff,=.r=ntl;

6a. Which le=son Old you prefer teaching' Why'

b. Which lesson is more appropriate for classroom use' Who:"

150



R. 4

7a. How would you character-Ice vour studnts' re,;ctions to tine

videodisc system and the lessons' Would you say they liAed them

very much.

somewhat.

not very much.

not at all or

the reaction was mi;:ed'

b. Please write down any noteworthy comments your students made

about the videodisc c,'etem and the lessons.

Ba. How well 'o you think the students understood the subject

matter')

Students understood everythind.

There were some thins they didn't understand.

b. '- applicable. please identify anv areas of confusion and

suggest possible lessen revisions.



p. 5

9. What do you think scudents learned from each these lessons
that they didn't know before',

10a. How was teaching with the vid,.,odisc similar to the way you
usually teach-)

O. How was teachino with the videodisc different from the way
vou usually t==tch'

11. n,L-ti UE1ML-4 this ideodisc rT,,,,FE, your teEtclm..-1

easier or

more 4un or

more effective c,r-

more E.:mpliaat

le==, .,:un'

lg., ,.c,.-,-LI1E.-



p 6.

12. What oo vou see as tho rola-
videodisc use mo'des''

a. individual

O. pair

c. small oroup (three or four students)

d. whole cla=,:room

the 4"711W1M.71

17a. What do you third- would be the most eecti. mod=, 4:cr

this videodisc'

Individual

Pair

Small orcLtp Th-m=,e or -=our students)

Whole classroom

De,:.-1Lis .D7 lesson .C:1-Ease t. plain. )

I 5
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a

c

p. 8

17. Please sLQcsst any design chances which would mate tne
videodisc les.mons more e+4e=ti,:e for cla==rnom '..sm..

18a. Wouln yoLt UEe all or oar'. of trise two .ideoc:so lessons

again with the same class'

'des

No

1-t= so. how' 14 not. ny mot'

1Fa. Woulm yOLL ume tnese two lessor- m adain w_ `_n a dif-s,-ent

class

b.

,-,

No

so. now' not. why no' -

1 !"--
I .).)



p. 9

20. 14 you were to use these vadeodisc materials on a regular
ba=1,.. wha+ additional materials would be helpful in intedratlnd
the le=sonF into your instruction plan'

21. What do you think would Pe usP4u1 or nimi:u1 ,,n=or-,m-1,-n to
be included in a workshop or print material inrrOducind '-:-.P
videodisc and lessons'

22. What suggestions would you dive other teachrs plamnihd to

use the vi=ecclisc and the lessons'

1 5 f;



4

p. 10

2:7. If you like, please comment about the two .ridec 'isc lessons
YOU didn't i-ach. When you m,s4e your comments. rei'er to anv c.f
the above duestlo-le.

24. Have you tut _:sing any of the o1 Lowing technolocies
be't'ore?

Tr.le '15.1 cm

Computers

Other ;please spec-i-y)

25. Is there anytning else vou would liAE, to say about your
e::perience with the videodisc system and the lessons?

THANK `/DU ','EF/ :'.1ur.:H '

1 5 /
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WHAT DISGUISES DO ANIMALS USE? Name:

Discuise Parade

NOTES

What are the names of the animals?

Where does the interaction take place?

Which animal is the predator and which is the prey?

Does an animal look like its surroundings?

Does an animal look or act like another animal'
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN TIME IS ALTERED? Name:
Milk and Water

Observation Questions

Describe the surfaces onto which the milk and water nrops fall.

How do the alcps behave on each surface?

What shape are fail ng drops?

How do rivers of wa er flow?

How does a liquid's benavior change wren it is in different quantities'

4



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN TIME IS ALTERED? Name:

a Altered Time

Video Sequences

OBSERVATION CHART

High-Speed Time -Lapse

1. Spider's Web

2. Cat and Milk

3. Cup of Milk

4. Fern

5. Dandelion

6. Hummingbird

7. Clouds

8. Orange

9. Football

10. Tennis ball/racket

11. Starfish

12. Milk Drop

13.
I

Vines

14. Water Drop



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN TIME IS ALTERED? Name:
Everyday Events

Observation Questions

[Alarm Clock]

How does the alarm's pitch change wh,n tne ringing sound is
slowed down?

[Coke Bottle]

What can be said about the number and size of glass pieces?

[Deck of Cards]

How many face cards do you see? In what order do they appear?

[Popcorn]

What actions do yoli see only in the high-speed film?
What actions still happen too fast to be seen?

1 6 i
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